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Students and faculty voted
more Academic Senate seats
STUDENT
REP.
FACULTY

ACADEMIC SENArE

lista:LEASE

By Chuck Henrikson
Members of the faculty approved a referendum Monday increasing student representation on
the Academic Senate by one, but
offset that with three more faculty
representatives and one more administrator.
Three articles of the Academic
Senate constitution were amended:
The first amendment added the
associate academic vice president to
the administrative representation

by a 177-106 vote margin.
The second amendment, passing
by the biggest margin, 235-26, added
three faculty members to the senate,
raising its representation to 27.
The third amendment raised
student representation from five to
six and extended their terms from
one to two years. The terms are
staggered so half the student
senators are elected one year and
the other three elected the next year.
It passed 200-70.

ocal citizens want tighter control of prostitution
By Don Vetter
I

A proposal by downtown
ighborhood residents to enforce
s against prostitution was
erred to the city administration
the San Jose City Council
esday night.

More than 30 persons residing in
area between Second and Fourth
reets and San Salvador and Reed
’enues presented a petition to the
’ .uncil
seeking
to
prevent
Alostitutes from soliciting on
ikighborhood streets.
I Ester Gonzales, who initiated
e petition, said the residents have
clked to the police vice squad and
, r4rious other people from the city
,jout the problem, yet nothing has
’l
she said.
.?endone,
1 "Two years ago prostitution was
light," Gonzales said, but since
en it has gradually increased and
prostitues have literally taken
er."
A
The Third Street resident said
re can recall when as many as 10
tsititution would stand on her
rner and hail every car that would
by.
"There are times when they go
ri extremes," she added, "being
’ ’scene in dress and speech."
t Councilman Jerry Estruth, said
C believes there can be no absolute
rilution to the situation.
r "It’s (prostitution) the world’s

weather

oldest profession," he said, and I
don’t think we can really come up
with a solution. "We are going to
increase the enforcement against
prostitution in that area, however."
SJSU student Gaynelle Woods,
resident in the area, addressed the

pulling over and whistling,
asking,’How much you want to
make?"
San Jose Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes said the council will refer
action on the problem to the administration.

Vending machines ’attractive,"
soft drink prices to rise soon
By Lorri A. Cuffaro
"Wow, I’m really thirsty. I think
I’ll get something to drink,"
How many times have you been
too far away from anything other
than a vending maching to satisfy
your thirst?
Surprisingly enough, more
people use the vending machines on

Trippi vies
for top job
A.S. Vice President Joe Trippi
announced Tuesday that he will be
running for A.S. president in the
election April 3,4 and 5.
Running with Trippi will be
Kevin Johnson for vice president,
Alice Phillips for treasurer and
Anthony Van for attorney general.
Johnson is currently the vice
chairman of the A.S. Council,
Phillips a member of the Budget
Committee, and Van a member of
the A.S. Judiciary.

It’s time to get out the
umbrellas again, as rain is
predicted for today, with
temperatures ranging from a
low of 52 to a high of 60.
Forecast by the SJSU
Meteorology Department

council on her particular problems
with prostitution in the neighborhood.
You can find them out there
just about any time of the day," the
occupatinal therapy major said.
"Whenever I walk to school men are

They are the candidates of the
Progressive Students Party, a new
party whose platform is being
formulated by a steering committee
chaired by Jim Chibidakis which has
members ranging from business
students to fraternity represent .t.ves.

campus than you may think.
Last year’s percentages from
the total amount of vending
machines came to approximately
$14,000, with the money going back
to Spartan Shops, according to
Edward Zant, general manager of
Spartan Shops.
The canned drinks, the most
popular with students now because
of the attractive 25 cent price, may
take a turn for the worse, when the
price is raised to 30 cents in July.
"The company wanted to raise
the price last year, but in order to
keep the price down, we lowered the
amount of our commission," Zant
said.
Of the vending machine income,
only 23 percent goes to Spartan
Shops.
Mike Dolan who is in charge of
the vending machines on campus
said. "Our canned drink machines
do really well," and the warm
weather definitely adds to the
business.
"The busiest spots on campus
are the Education Building, and the
business classroom," Dolan said.
Dolan also noted that the coffee
machines do very well, but "we
really don’t do as well with the
candy machines."
According to Zant, Spartan
Shops receives a certain percentage
from each machine. Canned drink
machines bring in 23 percent, with
candy machines bringing in less.
Several students believe the
machines are "a definite convenience," and buy their canned
drinks and coffee because it is
presentl) chvaper than buying in the

Student Union.
Marketing senior Brian Gregory
estimates that he has spent, "a lot of
money on vending machines during
my four years here."
Lisa Sher, a health science
major, says she spends, "about a
dollar or more a week."

City Manager James Alloway
said "The city doesn’t want to duck
its responsibilities and will work to
do its part."
However, he added, "Citizens
have bigger clout than we elected
officials and administrators have on
the courts."
Joan Corsiglia. president of the
Campus Community Association,
said that her group in its participation with the University Area
Task Force, extensively discussed
the prostitution problem.
She said that her group had
approached the problem even before
the task force was established eight
months ago.
"The thing we have seen from
the past," she said, "is that when we
complain about prostitutes they only
move farther into the neighborhood."

/Owl’. ht.
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SJSU students can satisfy that junk food craving at vending
machines all over campus. These machines are located at
MacOuarrie Hall

The purpose of the referendum,
according to Senate Chairman
David Newman, was to add a
student representative so there
would be one student for each of the
six standing committees in the
senate.
The faculty and administrative
representation was increased to
maintain the previous proportions.
"We’re still not going to be
blocking any votes," A.S. President
Maryanne Ryan said concerning the
added student vote being offset by
faculty
and
adadditional
ministration votes.
She believes the extended and
staggered terms will provide a
greater continuity in student
representation by having experienced student senators to help
the new senators. She said it will
give them a better chance to "learn
the ropes."
Nominations for the spring
senate elections were delayed
pending the outcome of the
referendum. The nominations from
the faculty electorate are due March
21, with the student senators being
elected during the A.S. elections.
The election dates are not firm
yet but the ballots should be circulated in early April, collected and
counted later that month, according
to Lu Vattimo, Academic Senate
secretary.

Gridder takes
probation time
and jail term
By Phetsy Calloway
Dexter Tisby, who pleaded no
contest to grand theft auto and
possession of stolen property
charges as a result of a misunderstanding with a local car dealer,
was sentenced to two years of
probation and 30 days in jail
yesterday.
The court also required Tisby to
continue making restitution to
Anderson-Behel Porsche Audi or
rental fees covering the time he was
in possession of an Audi -Fox
belonging to the company. Tisby has
paid in monthly payments all but
$500 of the $2,000 owed.
Tisby will be required to report
to a probation officer. He has also
been placed on the work furlough
program, which will enable him to
continue going to school.
Both Tisby and Anderson-Behel
Porsche Audi salesman Dave
Parker agree that Parker gave
Tisby the keys to an Audi Fox last
Aug. 4. Parker said he did it with the
understanding that the Spartan
gridder would test drive the car and
return it in about half an hour.
Continued on back page
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A journalist ’s dream

God grants interview
By Jon Bernal
I wanted the ultimate interview.
Something so fantastic that I could
freelance it to any newspaper or
magazine I chose.
Oh sure, there had been other
interviews that had achieved near
greatness. I suppose. Like that twohour chat I had with Henry
Kissinger or perhaps my pleasant
conversation with Princess Grace in
Monaco.
But I had to fact it, as a journalist I was still wallowing in a
quagmire of mediocrity. And, to top
it off, I was bored. I wandered
Jon Bernal is a
Journalism senior

aimlessly from story to story
seeking fulfillment and finding only
an unjustified sense of weariness. I
felt like a surfer, searching in vain
for the perfect wave.
Then something happened
which was to change my life forever.
I stumbled upon the perfect wave.
It happened, innocently enough,
as I was having my shoes shined on
San Carlos Street. I sat there
opening my troubled soul to the
crusty old man leaning at my feet.
"I wonder if there’s any way we
can ever really be content," I
sighed, not really expecting an
answer.
"God only knows," the old man
replied.
"That’s not very encouraging,"
I said. "He’s never around when you
need Him."
"Oh, I wouldn’t say that," said
the old man as he buffed the heel of
my boot. "He lives just a few blocks
away."
"Don’t joke with me," I snapped, "or you’ll be buffing blood off
b I cable hook-up set 4pts.)
your lip!"
c I color television set 3pts. )
"That was no joke," he said in a
di black and white set 2pts. )
defensive tone. "Ask anyone in the
e) radio) lpt. )
area."
And I did, too. I talked to
Add up all the point your
roommate deserves and then place merchants, bums, policemen, even
them in the following category whores strolling down First Street.
All of them said the same thing:
which best applies to them
They had talked to God and He was
45-50 pts. A top of the line
alive and living in a dilapidated
roommie.
apartment on Second Street.
I decided I would interview this
40-44 pts. A good roommie. Hang
on to him or her, a good roomate’s "God." After all, I had nothing to
lose and, even if he was a fraud, he’d
hard to find.
make an interesting story.
35-39 pts. Not bad, but could use
The flat He lived in was a dump.
some help. Suggest your roommate I knocked on the door and it
improve on a few things or if you squeaked open. Standing in the
don’t have enough courage to do doorway was a short. fat middlethat, quietly shop around.
aged man who looked more like a
30-34 pts. Not very good. Find stand-in for a Tidy -Bowl commercial than the Creator of the
another roommate.
universe. He scratched His thinning
Below 30 pts. You can definitely gray hair with one plump hand while
do better. If it is a roommate who the other cradled a can of Oly.
was just a friend, either dump him
"Come in," He said in a gravely
or her, move into a dorm single or voice. "I’m just on my way out so
try and graduate early.
make it fast."
He waddled over to the TV set
Should the roorrunie be a
member of the opposite sex you and turned off "Dialing for Dollars"
were living with, listen and follow just as Pat McCormick was adding
the Michelle Triola Marvin case $20 to the jackpot.
"It’s a pain in the ass," he said.
closely and see if you can make any
"I’ve watched this show for the past
bucks off the deal.

Rate your roommate
By Dan Miller
Editor’s note: A good roommate
is very patient and kind, never
jealous, boastful, haughty, selfish or
rude. They do not demand their own
way. They are not irritable or
touchy. They do not hold grudges
and hardly notice when others have
done wrong. They always rejoice
when truth wins out. They will
always be loyal whatever the cost
and they are always on time with
their share of the rent money.
It’s the time of year when
students returning in the fall and
sharing a dorm room, house or an
apartment, must decide if they want
to keep their roommie or shop
around for another.
If you are unsure as to how good
or bad a roommate you have right
Dan Miller is a
Spartan Daily editor

now and don’t know whether to ask
them back or not, complete this
questionnaire, circle the answer
which best applies, tally the points
and compare to the rating scale.
When having a member of the
opposite sex over for the night, does
your roommate:
a) keep quiet about it Spts.
b) kid you about it the next
morning 4pts.
c ) snicher over it 3pts. I
d I laugh at you 2pts. I
e ) write your mom and dad
about it 1pt.
When the puppy messes on the
shag rug and your roommate spots it
first he or she will:
a I pick it up (Spts. )
b) almost always pick it up
4pts.)
c I wait till you wake up and then
tell you about it I 3pts. I
d ) turn the other cheek 2pts. I
e ) go temporarily blind lpt. I
When it’s time to mow the lawn,
do the dishes which have piled up
during the week, wash the floor and
vacuum the rug every Saturday,
does your roommate:
a I do it without having to be
asked I 5pts. )
b) procrastinate a little, but get
the job done i 4pts.
c ) whine while doing the chore
(3pts.)

d ) flee to Canada ( 2pts.
e) claim they are suddenly
homesick and take off to see mom in
Santa Cruz lpts. )
Do they clean the broiler:
a ) right after dinner 5pts. )
b) right after watching "Happy
Days" 4pts.
c the next morning 3pts. )
d next week 2pts. )
e) after there is enough mold to
make penicillin ( lpt. I
Time spent in the bathroom
every morning before going to
school or work and every night
before going to bed:
a )15 minutes (5pts. )
b) 20 minutes ( 4pts. )
c I 30 minutes 3pts. I
d) an eternity 2pts.
el never reappeared) lpt. I
The quality of music blarring
from his or her stereo:
a I super (5pts. )
b ) almost always within the top
ten ().stp4
c) compatible ) 3pts. I
dl needs your turntable’s help
2pts. )
el totally bizarre) lpt. I
Your roommates cooking
deserves:
a) four stars I 5pts. I
b) three stars I 4pts.)
c I two stars ( 3pts. I
d one star 2pts.)
el your worst enemy lpt. )
When the waste paper basket in
the kitchen is full your rommate
empties it:
a) always ( 5pts.)
b) almost always) 4pts. )
c I seldom, but often enough
3pts. I
di rarely does (2pts.)
e ) has never seen the disposal
bins I lpt. I
Your roommate knows members of the opposite sex who look
like:
a) Robert Redfords and Susan
Antons (5pts. )
b) Paul Newmans and Cheryl
Ladds (4pts.)
C) Mork and Mindys ( 3pts
d) Laverne and Shirleys (2pts.)
e ) Bozos and Billy Carters ( lpt.)
Your roommate comes complete with a:
a) Selectavision recorder set
5pts.
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four years and he’s never called Me
once."
I noticed He was in a hurry, so I
quickly introduced myself and asked
if He’d consent to an interview. He
said He would talk for about five
minutes.
So here, for the first time in
world history, is the entire uncut
transcript of my personal interview
with God:
Bernal: I don’t mean to sound
skeptical, but now do I know you are
God?
t A dazzling white light fills the room
and a multitude of heavenly voices
can be heard throughout. Then all
returns to normal.)
God: I haven’t had this much
fun since I burnt that bush at Moses’
place.

deal. We’ve got a big spread of land
with plenty of tennis, racquetball
and swimming. We’ve even getting
cable TV next week!
Bernal: Swell.
God: Oh, that’s not all. We’re
also building a little mobile home
community, you know, for the older
folks.
Bernal: Right. Since we’re or
the subjeect, what’s hell like?
God: I figured you’d get around
to that. Well, it’s not pretty. We stick
you in an eternal traffic jam in the
middle of 1.os Angeles during a
sweltring heat wave. To make
matters worse, the windows are
always rolled up.
Bernal: Good God, what could
be worse!
God: Wait, I’m not finished yet.
The worst part is we leave the radic
on continually and you can never

’I water ski, walking on
water got pretty boring.’
Bernal: Well, if you’re really
God, then what are you doing in a
dump like this?
God: I don’t know, I kinda like
the place. The rent’s cheap, it’s got a
heated pool and besides, it’s only one
block from Sambo’s.
Bernal: What’s it like being allpowerful?
God: Listen kid, my electric
bills are murder.
Bernal: You pay electric bills?
God: I’ll tell you something. The
last time I missed a payment, the
utility company stopped the sun fora whole day!
Bernal: What do you do for
recreation?
God: I water ski.
Bernal: Why?
God: Walking on water got
pretty boring. Besides, it’s a lot
faster.
Bernal: What’s heaven like?
God: Well, it’s really not a bad

turn it off.
Bernal: What’s so terrible about
that?
God: Because the only thing that
radio will play are continual 24-hour
broadcasts of all Tom Campbell’
commercials for Cal Stereo. You’
be wailing and gnashing your teet
in no time.
Bernal: I guess so.
God: Listen, I don’t mean to be
rude but I’ve really got to be going
I’ve got a meeting with Saint Pete!’
at the pearly gates. He wants ti
install an electric eye so the gat
opens automatically. I swear tha
guy’s the laziest saint I know.
Fennal: Before you go, have yot
any words off wisdom to give oui
readers something to live by?
God: Yes. Never eat figs on
empty stomach. The last time ml
son did that he spent 40 days an
nights fasting in the desert trying ti
get regular again!
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An
Editor:
This is a call to all persons
between the ages of 17 and 21 to
resist the draft. Congress and the
President are considering reactivating the Selective Service
system which has been in "deep
standby" since 1972. New legislation
is also in the works.
In the House, Rep. Pete McCloskey, R-Calif., has introduced a
bill H.R. 2206 calling for a National
John
Rep.
Service System.
Cavanaugh , D-Neb., wants to
require all Americans to register
and select military or civilian
service. Rep. G. Montgomery, DMo., has a bill calling for

registration, classification, an(
induction. Rep. Charles Bennett, D
Fla., offers us "The Militarj
Registration and Mobilizatiot
Assessment Act of 1979," H.R. 23. It
the Senate, Sen. Robert Morgan, D
NC, has introduced S. 226, a bil
similar to H.R. 23. Sen. Harry Byrd
I-Va., and Sen. San Nunn, D-Ga.
have introduced yet another bill S
109 requiring registration am
prohibiting the President fron
suspending reg. except for 90 days ti
revise the procedures.
I am not concerned wit)
discussing the fine points of each o
these bills. They all amount b
conscription. We need to begin nov
to organize and express our op
position to any kind of draft system.
In the late ’60s we created
nation-wide Resistance movemen
to bring an end to the draft and th.
war through unequivocal non
cooperation with the Selectiv
Service System. Thousands refuse(
to register, sent back or burned thei
draft cards, or refused to submit t
induction. For these illegal acts, yes
many of us were sent to prisonsome for 5 years, others like mysel
did shorter sentences (17 months)
Once again we need to willfully
knowingly, and publicly declare ou
intention to violate any draft act i
such becomes law. Massiv
resistance to registration wool
render the draft non-functional.
I call on all persons to not b
intimidated by the possible penaltj
rather consider do you want to liv
free or as a slave. We all must tak
moral responsibility for our actior
and cannot excuse them away t
"obeying orders" or the fear (
punishment. I advocate that eac
person not evade the draft, nor see
exemption, nor special defermen
Such loopholes exist to siphon-o
potential opposition so the dra
systemic continues to operate, ar
educated,
let
less
others,
privileged, get to be "cannon fa
der." Rather I advocate that ea(
person confront the draft openl
conscientiously, and non-violent
by refusing to comply with at
registratio
compulsory
requirement. Only this degree
resistance, if any, will convince tJ
politicians that conscription is "n
politically viable." Today’s you
will not be conscripts for fuel!
wars.
Peacemakers has been ci
culating a petition of persons wt
will refuse registration. Thanks.
-Fred Moot
Peacemakell
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Faculty likes Fullerton

SJSU poll taken
By Debbie Hunsinger
actually voted than they
"Who’s Fullerton?"
indicated in the first poll
Almost
half
the and fewer faculty memstudents at SJSU could be bers and more students
asked questions similar to voted for Gov. Brown than
this, according to results of previously said they would.
two Sociology Department
"Although 78 percent
opinion polls conducted last of the students indicated
semester.
that they would vote, only
Some 300 students and 66 percent actually did.
100 faculty members were Faculty faired somewhat
randomly selected and better as 89 percent inpolled twice over the
telephone by 40 research
class students during the
semester.
Questions
ranged from the job performance
of
SJSU
President Gail Fullerton to
how those questioned felt
about life in America and
election issues.
In the first poll, a
question about the performance of Fullerton so
far showed two-thirds of
the faculty thought she was
doing a "good" or "very
good" job and one-third
had no opinion.
Students had an opposite response to this
question, with one-third
saying she was doing at
least a good job and twothirds having no opinion.
While 95 percent of the
faculty were able to
identify Fullerton’s name,
only 60 percent of the
students polled were able
to.
dicated that they would
Several questions were
vote while 97 percent acasked concerning faculty
tually did. Before the
availability.
election 68 percent of the
Some 38 percent of the
students and 52 percent of
students thought
the
the factulty favored Gov.
average SJSU professor
Brown, while actually 78
worked less than 35 hours
percent of the students and
per week, 37 percent
43 percent of the faculty
thought 36-44 hours a week
Opted for him," according
and 25 percent thought
to the report compiled on
more than 45 hours per
the poll results
week.
Student support for
Faculty
estimates
Proposition 5, prohibiting
were somewhat higher.
cigarette smoking in public
Approximately 42 percent
facilities, increased from
said their colleague spent
44 percent to 53 percent in
more than 50 hours per the actual vote. The faculty
week on the job and 62
was more stable and went
percent said they per- from 59 percent to 58
sonally put in more than 50 percent in support.
hours per week.
The faculty was again
Questions asked in the more stable in its opfirst poll concerning last position of Proposition 6,
Novewmber’s statewide permitting removal of gay
election were repeated in teachers. It went from 85
the second poll. Final percent to 86 percent, while
results revealed more 68 percent of the students
faculty and fewer students initially rejected the

phoFr) by David Kort1,1

ger Carla Brudvig performed in the Student Union yesterday as part o
myn’s Week activities. The SJSU graduate sang a collection of ballads.

omyn’s Week program:
he Third World woman
"The Third World
Woman" is today’s
) Womyn’s Week theme.
I

’
Events
’are:

for

today

Campus, State and
National Fronts," with
Cecilia Burciaga from
Stanford University in
Almaden
the
S.U.
Room.

11 to noon "The
Asian
American
Woman" with Victoria
Taketa, Asian-American Studies lecturer in
the S.U. Costanoan
Room.

2 to 3 p.m. "Black
Women as Activists"
Maria
Dr.
with
Smallwood, Afro-American Studies, in the
S.U. Costanoan Room.

Noon to 1 p.m.
Facing
’Issues
Chicanos on the

3 to 4 p.m. "Indian
Women" with Lois
Risling in the S.U.

Almaden Room.
3 to 4 p.m. -"Curanderismo" ( Mexican healing rituals)
with Concha Salcedo in
the S.U. Costanoan
Room.
7 p.m.
"Third
World Cultural Night"
with singers Sam
Takimoto, Teatro Las
Cucarachas
and
speaker Polly Baca
Barragan, senator from
Colorado. Admission is
El.

proposition and 82 actually
voted against it.
Both student and
faculty
support
for
Proposition 7, extending
the death perm!ty, increased but remained in
the minority. Student
support changed from 31
percent to 44 percent, while
19 percent of the faculty
initially indicated support

Both groups, six
percent of the faculty and
17 percent of the students,
cheaper
that
agreed
housing in the area would
be the least important
consideration.
Students perceived the
most disturbing aspect of
American life to be crime,
followed by the cost of
faculty
The
living.
responses were reversed
of living
cost
and cited the
as most disturbing,
followed by crime.
Students and faculty
members didn’t agree on
the pleasant aspects of life
in America either. Students
chose medical advances
first, followed by ecological
awareness, world peace
and then scientific advances.

regardless of the circumstances.
Faculty members
interested in moving closer
to campus agreed with
students that reduced
crime in the area would be
the most influential factor.
Only 18 percent of the
faculty shared this view,
compared to 35 percent of
the students.

kinko’s :opigs

3 1121

?overnight
’no minimum

XEROX 9400 &
IBM COPIERS
123S 3rd Street
295-4336
481 E San Carlos
295-5511

and 40 percent actually
supported it.
The
second
poll
covered more campus
related issues.
"In view of declining
enrollment and threatened
layoffs," according to the
report, students and the
faculty were asked if they
thought such layoffs would
occur at SJSU in the next
year.
A vast majority, 64
percent of the students and
80 percent of the faculty,
rejected the thought that
layoffs would occur.
The poll also revealed
that 80 percent of the
students and 94 percent of
the faculty live more than
one mile from campus.
When asked what
would make these people
move closer to SJSU, a
majority
of faculty
they
said
members
wouldn’t move closer
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’ociology students take practice polls
I

What do SJSU students
d faculty members
illy think?
It’s a tough question
t roughly 120 student

7

interviewers are trying to
come up with some answers, according to Linda
Mason, graduate sociology
lab assistant.

)Id newsreels saved
ly Resource Center
or instructional use
A little known, little
ied,
but
invaluable
rning opportunity exists
c
SJSU in the form of the
structional Resources
nter,
according
to
rdinator Damon N.
lty.
The center, on the
ound floor of Dudley
oorhead Hall, houses
ore than 2,500 movies
d 1,000 television
ograms which include
troductions to the
ofessions and lectures by
SU professors and
tside authorities. All are
a ila ble for student use.
Newsreels from the
30’s and ’40s were
ently salvaged from the
sement of the library
d put on the resource
nter shelves. The 65 reels
lude reports on the

Spartan Daily

bombing of Pearl Harbor,
the liberation of Paris and
the invasion of Africa by
the Allies, as well as news
parades of the ’40s.
The newsreels are
being offered to professors
in the history, American
studies,
humanities,
political science, theater
arts and journalism classes
to view for possible class
use.
Should these newsreels
prove popular with the
students, the reels will be
kept at the center.
However, silent black
and whites have proved the
least popular of films in the
past, Natty said. If the
theory still holds true, he
anticipates that some, if
not the majority of the
films will be exiled to the
musty archives of the
-enter.

University Community
Since 1934
USPS 509-480
Second clam postage paid at San
Jose, California. Member of
California
Newspaper.
Publishers Association and the
Am/Deleted Press. Published
daily by San Jose State
University, during the college
year. The opinions expressed in
the paper are not necessarily
those of the Associated Students,
the University Administration
or the Department of Jouramnion and Advertising. Subsoil-Italians accepted only on
remainder of semester buns.
Fun academic year,
Each
semester, MM. Off-campus
price per copy. 10 cents. Phone
777-3181. Advertising 7774171
Suburban
by
Printed
Newspaper Publication, Inc.
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Students in four
sociology
department
research classes and one
intern.ship class are conducting two opinion polls
this semester. Mason said.
The polls, conducted
every semester, are in
with the
conjunction
department’s research
committee chaired by
Alvin Rudoff, sociology
professor. Questions relate
to campus and general
interest topics.
"This gives us a
chance to see how the
student body and the
faculty feel about certain
issues," Mason said.
This also gives
students practical expolling
in
perience
methods, she said.

first notified by mail to see
if they agree to participate
and when the best hours
are to contact them.
Students are initially
contacted by telephone.

Copies of the report are
sent to all ooll participants,
department chairpersons
and SJSU President Gail
Fullerton. Copies are also
available to anyone upon
request.

All responses are
inand
anonymous
formation is statistically
compiled by a computer.
Results are then sent back
to the committee which
writes a final report.

The first poll will be
completed by March and
the second one should be
finished by the end of April.
Results will be analyzed
and the report written in

N\OOSI.

MULTIPLES

AMERICAN ( ( )PY
1117

’loofa I 1,11.1
9111 and foil,
29S .414,011

Messages can be left in
the sociology lab, located in
Social Science 14, or in the
department office, Social
Science 6.

Some
100
faculty
members were randomly
chosen from the faculty
phone book and 450
students were similarly
selected from a Registrars
Office print-out bearing the
name of every student
attending SJSU.
"Everyone has an
equal chance of being
selected," Mason said.
Each student interviewer is assigned one
faculty member and four
students to question.
Questions are devised by
the department research
committee comprised of
four faculty members,
three students and Mason.
Faculty members are

M E
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feature
Prof engineers corn for mankind’s future
By Debbie Hunsinger
"The man who could
make two ears of corn or
two blades of grass grow
where only one grew before
would deserve better of
mankind and do a more
essential service for his
country than i whole race
put
politicians
of
together."
Jonathan Swift I 166717451, from "Gulliver’s
Travels"
This could be almost be
Ingraham’s
Richard
motto.
SJSU
Ingraham,
associate professor of
biology, will be germinating a 2,300-year-old
corn cob to study its
chromosomes.
The corn, a type of
Peruvian purple corn, is
called Kculli and was
grown in a desert area of
southern Peru. Ingraham
acquired the corn from an
archaeologist while in Peru
and
December
last
January.
He wants to compare
chromosomes of the an-

cient corn to chromosomes a corn kernel would need to
of the contemporary, much be happy and do its thing,"
larger, strain of the same he said.
corn.
"I’m interested in the
origin of domesticated
plants," Ingraham said.
"Agronomists are always
looking for the wild plants
that gave rise to what we
have now."
By comparing the
chromosomes, he hopes to
discover "whether the
dramatic increase in size
( of the corn ) is attributable
to gene mutations, gene
duplications, hybridization" or something else.
"They ( other scientists) have managed to
germinated kernels of corn
from Peru that are 3,000
years old," he said. "So
there is a possibility mine
will germinate."
Germination of the
ancient corn will take place
under the sterile conditions
of a germinating chamber.
He will give it liquid
nutrients and "everything

Knowing this and whs
caused the size increast
"we will be better able I
genetically engineer cor
for the future needs (
mankind," Ingraham said

Ingraham calls the
corn his "baby" and once
the corn is germinated, he
will transplant it in his own
backyard.

Two drinks are mad
from the modern race I
Peruvian corn he i
studying.
One, a fe
mented corn beer, is calle
chicha, and the othe
chicha
morada,
i
nonfermented and taste
similar to pink lemonade.

explained
He
chromosomes can only be
seen in cells that are
dividing, so he must study
living plants.

Richard Ingraham,
left, examines a
specimen of Peruvian purple cron called Kculli.

at
look
"To
chromosomes in germ cells
you have to sacrifice a
young plant and remove
the tip" to look at cell
division, he said.

Inter-Cultural Steering
Committee

Ingraham said his
study "may shed light on
the origin of corn."

"Lots of people, when
they come in, they have
their favorite nurse stick
’em; whoever does the best

Three foreign student
positions open.
for more information
call

The plasma center can
handle
25
donors
simultaneously on chairs
much like those found in

About one pint of blood
is drawn out at a time. The
donor is left with the needle
in his arm while the blood

No special skills are
required. You must be in
reasonably good health,
weigh at least 110 pounds,
have two valid forms of
I.D. to prove you are at
least 18 and less than 61,
and be willing to give up
about a pint of blood
plasma.
You can earn $20 a
week; a $5 bonus for every
10th pint; $3 for bringing in
a new donor; and if you are
willing to take an occasional whomping dose of
tetanus toxoid you will get
an extra dollar per
removal.
The San Jose Plasma
Center on Park Avenue
attracts about 90 donors a
day with this offer.
The plasma is used to
make lifesaving serums for
hemophiliacs, shock and
burn victims, and as a
treatment for rabies,
hepatitis, tetanus, whopping cough, mumps and
bubonic plague.
"Last month we
shipped over 1,100 liters,"
said Norm Gruver, plasma
center manager.
First-time donors are
physical
given
examinations by one of the
doctors who is always on
the premises. Donors are
re-examined yearly.
Their blood pressure,
pulse, temperature and
weight are checked before
every donation. A blood
sample is taken from the
donor’s fingertip to check
for anemia.
Gruver used the phrase
"for the donor’s well
in
being" frequently
describing the precautions
taken.

photo by Shannon L eso

Donors at San Jose Plasma Center.
"What we’re here for is
to get the product, the
plasma. So we treat the
people that come in here
like customers.
"I’m sure if they didn’t
like to come here they
wouldn’t. If they’re happy
they’ll come back," Sinwals said.
The donors are made
as comfortable as possible
because the cost of the
initial physical is too great
to make one-time donors
profitable to the company
Gruver said.
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He said the center gets
about 30 percent of its
donors from SJSU.

is centrifuged to separate
the red and white blood
cells from the plasma.
The centrifuge, a
large, washing machinelike apparatus, spins bags
of blood at 5,000 to 6,000
rpms for up to 10 minutes.
After being centrifuged, the top half of the
bag is full of a pale, honey colored liquid -- the
plasma, and the bottom
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Students

Associated

half is dark red the red
and white cells.
The plasma is drawn
off and the blood is reinfused into the donor, who
has had a saline solution
dripping into his arm to
keep the vein open.
The
process
is
repeated and then the pint
of plasma is flash frozen to
minus 60C.
The plasma is replaced
in the donor by the saline
solution to maintain the
donors blood volume. The
cause of weakness after
donating whole blood is the
loss of 5 to 10 percent of the
blood volume, according to
Sinwald.
The body replaces the
plasma within 24 to 48
hours, and the saline
solution is absorbed into
the body, Sinwald said. It
takes several weeks to
replace whole blood.
"When you’re done,
you just tape up and out. No
ill effects," he said.
Occasionally a bag
will
break
during
processing, putting the
unlucky donor out of
"work" fora while.
(Continued on Page 5)

3rd Floor
Student Union
277-3201
Deadline March 16, 1979
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your
lifestyle
Tired of going to school every day?
Tired of the daily routine?
Tired of spending your valuable
money on nothing?
Real Estate Investments by
group or individuals it will
change your lifestyle and make your
future bright. Let us help you.
Please call 268-1150
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Beat the Heat!
Stop by today for some free Gatorade!

Adidas Shirts
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reg. $20.95

now $
now $ 9.95

Men’s Shoes
Adidas Arrow
Training Flat
Saucony Gripper
Converse World
Class I
Training Flat
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"We’re pretty friendly.
We know just about
everybody on a first name
basis," Sinwald said.
’Everybody
knows
everybody else. It’s like a
social organization.

San Jose State Night

o

Sinwald said the
donors have about a 50
percent return rate and
some have been regular
donors for six or eight
weeks.

dentists’ offices. The chairs
are electrically operated to
rock back, raising the
donor’s legs above his
head, if he becomes faint.
The donors have their
choice of left or right armed chairs. Many donors
have a preference; better
veins in one arm or, if they
donate frequently, they
may want to alternate
arms
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Blood donors profit from local plasma business
"This is basically a
business," said Mike
Sinwald, the center’s
assistant manager.
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"So I should probably
have a lot of plants to start
out with. This year I may
only haves few plants but a
lot of cobs so I can grow
some more. It will
probably take two years
before I can make the
comparison."

Life-saving serums used to treat victims

By Chuck Henrikson
Just for lying on your
back for about an hour with
a needle stuck in your arm
you can earn $10.
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other sports accessories.
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feature
ampus life changed
r 1944 SJS graduate

Spardi gras queen recalls days of old
By Carla Baker
"This is my home, and
el like a piece of it is
e," Mary Lou Monery, administrative
toot to the director of
mess affairs, said.
’It’s kind of like get a degree. Once you get
it can never be taken
Montgomery, a 1944
U graduate, has
ked on campus for 30
rs.
During that time she
seen a lot of changes
has worked under six
ege presidents.
"I thought I’d work
ti about a year, when I
ed," she said. "I liked
job, and I’ve been here
r since."
Montgomery said the
atest change has been
,JSU’s growth.
"The enrollment when
as going here was only
ut 3,000 students during
rid War II," she said
"That was a really
cult item. The only
n left on campus were
inly classified as being
. The men could be
led at any time to serve.
"What was sad is that
ny were killed and
er returned."

teaching, but at the last
minute decided not to.
"One reason I stayed
was because I’ve enjoyed
my job and like the
academic environment.
The other reason I stayed
was because I would have
missed the contact with
friends."
Montgomery said she
hoped the school would
always have a historian
since she believes some of
the older traditions should
be preserved since this is
the oldest campus in the 19
campus state university
and colleges system.

Left, Mary Lou
Montgomery
in
1944. Montgomery today, right, recalls the old days at
SJS.

"There’s only a few of
us old timers around, and I
hope they’ll preserve some
of these traditions," she
said.

DALAT CAFE
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III
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Open 9a nt .111p rtl
er epl Mondar
294.6485

Photo on right by
Jeff Pohorski
Montgomery said the
central part of the campus
was the Tower which was
directly in the middle of the
campus.
At that time, the entire
campus was in the shape of
a square. The
campus
border streets were San
Fernando, San Carlos,
Fourth and Seventh

streets.
Montgomery recalls
that the old Music Building
where the band played,
behind
the
Tower,
reminded her of a cartoon
because she said at times it
looked as if it were about to
burst because it was so
small.
Festivals used to be

held in the middle of the
campus.
"We had a day when
classes were dismissed
called Spardi gras, in
which students set up
booths
and
wore
costumes," she recalled.
"It was patterned after
Mardi gras."
Montgomery
was

photo by .le If Pohorsk,

chosen by the local
sororities as the Spardi
gras queen in 1944.
According to Montgomery, this tradition
ended after 19443 because of

the lack of money due to
the war.
At one point during her
time working for SJSU,
Montgomery said she
wanted to try her hand at

Japan-U. S. :Business philosophies different

I
,
.
I
44
4.I

i
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By Don Vetter
An American factory
nager in Japan exstrange
a
rienced
enomenon that rarely
urs in the United States.
Three weeks before it
s to happen, the workers
d him they were going to
ike the plant. When that
y came, they quietly
nded out leaflets and
keted the area. When
ey were done, the
rkers picked up any
flets or refuse thrown on
ground.
The next day, the
rkers made up the entire
y’s lost production
thout using overtime.
Labor practices such
this are normal in Japan
cording to Dr. William
Ouchi, who spoke to
re than 200 businessmen

and women last week in an
SJSU business classroom
about the differences
between Japanese and
of
styles
American
management.
"How do we understand a set of
relationships like that
between management and
labor?" Ouchi asked about
the Japanese factories’
strike. ’’It is so different
from what we are accustomed to in the West."
Ouchi, who teaches at
the Stanford Graduate
School of Business, was the
third speaker in the SJSU
Brown Bag Symposium
series sponsored by the
School of Business.
The professor said the
workers felt the company
was "their" company, not
just a corporation.

Ouchi said that different
management
techniques such as lifetime
employment,
slow
evaluation and promotion
along with "holistic"
concerns for the employee
are the keys to Japanese
business success.
"Lifetime employment
means a major Japanese
firm will hire only once a
year at spring time," he
said, "and only rookies
right out of junior high,
high school or universities."
The Hawaiian native
said that this is the reason
parents put such a high
importance on education in
Japan. The school a child
attends may determine his
or her future job opportunities, Ouchi said.
Ouchi recalled the time

ood donors
rn dollars
center
Continued from Page 4)
"There’s not much
ance of the plasma being
ntaminated unless we
a taminate it," Gruver
id, adding that a healthy
nor doesn’t have "bad
sma."
The blood type of the
a nor can make some
ference in the product or
w it is used. Although
ors with rare blood
receive
pes don’t
ything extra for their
sma.
The frozen plasma is
nt to the Cutter
boratories fractioning
nt in Berkeley for
ocessing.
A "plasma war" with
other plasma center
ced the escalation of
nor fees and premiums,
wald said. The possible
trance of the Red Cross
o the plasma business
s the center concerned
An
advertising
ichure from Cutter labs
s a large picture on its
ver of a happy family on
camping trip. With a
ar blue lake in the

plmio by Str,irmol, Lem,

Blood is drawn
client’s arm.

that a friend from Japan
told him he was worried
about his 4-year-old son’s
education. He felt he
wasn’t giving his child a
good start in life because
he couldn’t send him to a
special kindergarten that
charges $1,000 a week
tuition.
Once hired into a
Japanese
corporation,
Ouchi said, the evaluation
and promoticn process is
much slower compared to
American companies.
"You have a strong
disincentive to advance
your career at the expense
of someone else’s," he told
the audience. "This is due
to the fact that anyone you
do something to is still
going to be there because of
lifetime employment."
Besides the lifetime
employment
concept,
Ouchi said that U.S. and
Japanese conceptions of
business objectives are
different.
"The first thing that’s
taught in every American
business school and
practiced in every
American organization,"
he said, "is to take you
great load of objectives and
boil them down to
measurable performance
targets."
In his research, Ouchi
talked to a Japanese bank
president about his feelings
toward the companies’
American executives and
he said, "If only I can get
these Americans to understand our philosophy of
banking.
"To understand what
the business means to us,"
he added, "and how we feel
we should deal with our
customers and our employees. What we feel our
obligations are to the local
community, how we feel we
should relate to our

competitors and what our
role is in the world atOuchi said philosophies
such as these have made
Japan a world business
leader, with a growth rate
almost three times that of
the United States.
Japanese firms use
a very holistic approach to
the employee’s welfare
according to Ouchi.
"An American boss,"
Ouchi said, "has a ’make it
or break it’ career
evaluation of the subordinate.
"Frequently that’s a
responsibility the boss has
singleshoulder
to
handedly.

philosophies.
Collective farming,
lack of flat land and just
"living together cheek and
jowl," Ouchi said has
created one central social
value in Japan.
"The value that
evolved and is most
critical," he said, "is that
you as an individual do not
matter.
"There is no circumstance which is permissible to place individual
aspirations ahead of the
harmony of the group."

Decisions such as
these, he said, must be
based entirely on merit
with no personal feelings
involved.
In Japan, supervisors
get to know the employee
over a longer period of time
and are able to rate the
employee more fairly and
with a consensus of other
supervisors.
"The
superior
is
released from this very
objective role and can
become the mentor,"
Ouchi said.
The University of
Chicago graduate said that
culture plays an important
role in Japanese corporations. The most successful American companies in Japan such as
IBM, Hewlitt-Packard and
Kodak, combine Japanese
and
American
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To the Resident Advisers in the dorms:
Thank you for doing a job that gets so little thanks and
appreciation!

from

background, Dad leans
against the VW camper
baiting a hook while Mom
and Sis feed the ducks and
Junior sits in the open side
of the camper shooting up
anti -hemophilia serum.
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feature
flashback

Question
corner
Your
instructor
doesn’t know, your
rortmunate is asleep
and you spent all afternoon in the library to
no avail.
If this happens to be
your plight, then a new
Spartan Daily column
"Question Corner" is
the place to turn to.
"Question Corner"
is the place to pose a
problem,
question
bureaucracy or make
general inquiries
concerning the SJSU
campus community.
The Daily will try to

come up with some of
the answers
Letters
for
"Question
Corner"
should be addressed to:
"Question
Corner,"
Spartan Daily, San Jose
State University, San
Jose 95192.
Persons may also
drop off letters at the
Spartan Daily office in
JC 208.
All correspondence
should include name,
class level and major
and specifically addressed to the "Question
Corner," Name will be
withheld on request.

Northern Ireland during a
noon speech in the Student
Union Ballroom.

3 years ago today:
Despite of a 436-student
increase, only a few more
professors were scheduled
to be hired.

The chancellor’s office
was requesting that each
campus in the California
State Universities and
College system keep a file
on all outside professional
activities of its professors.

Budget problems made
the hiring of any extra
professors impossible.

British Prime Minister
Harold Wilson announced
to a stunned nation that he
would resign after serving
eight years as prime
minister and 13 years as
Labor Party leader.
Wilson, then 60, said
age was the reason for the
sudden resignation.
6 years ago today:
An official of the Irish
Army
Republican
predicted a bloody future in
between
conflict
the
ideological factions in

The request was part of
a tougher stand being
faculty
taken
on
moonlighting.

SJSU President John
Bunzel announced that he
would write a weekly
opionion column for the
Sunday San Jose Mercury News.

of

Newly freed prisoners
war told military

debriefers the more than
1,000 servicement missing
in action in Vietnam were
probably dead.

paid for the talk would be
donated to the defense of
Angela Davis, who was
then on trial for murder,
kidnap and conspiracy.

The POWs said the
men most likely died from
Farm labor leader
wounds unattended by
Cesar Chavez said his
their captors, were killed
union would resume its
when their planes crashed
of California and
or died after parachuting boycott
lettuce growers
into dense, uninhabited Arizona
and shippers and said the
jungle.
boycott may last two or
A total of 1,327 s,,e_ three years.
as
listed
vicemen were still
8 years ago today:
missing in Vietnam.
A recall election began
for the recall of A.S.
7 years ago today:
President Bill Langan.
Speaking in Morris
The voting ended a
Auditorium, months-long drive to recall
Dailey
philosopher
Marxist
the A.S. official. Langan
Herbert Marcuse said, "A had been accused of being
revolutionary is a person the cause of polarization
who does not need between moderate and
therapy."
more liberal elements in
As a prelude to his talk the student government.
Langan had denied the
on "Youth in a One
Dimensional Society," charges.
Marcuse said that a large
It was announced that
part of the 81,850 he was

okir
ropo
Stokley Carmichael would
speak in the College Union
Ballroom concerning
’ ’Black Power to Pan
Africanism."
16 years ago today:
A.S. Treasurer Jim
Spading and two other
SJSU students were freed
on bail on charges of setting off tluee false fire
alarms around the SJSU
campus.
They were booked at
County Jail until the $262.50
bail was posted.
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Humphrey Duncan sat on a wall
lie built it himself
For his new horse’s stall.
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And walked in smooth strides
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Title IX: ’Clarification’ sparks hot debate
By Chuck Bustillos
Editor’s note: This is the first of a four-part series
ooking at Title IX and its effect on SJSU U the new
iroposed guidelines go into effect in September.
When Title IX was originally written in 1972, its
oriorities were not set with sports in mind. Seven years
ater, it seems that the only issue concerned with Title IX
a sports.
Title IX forbids sex discrimination in any educational
nstitution receiving federal funds. The U.S. Department
f Health, Education and Welfare, as Title IX’s inerpreter, is required by Congress to deny funds to intitutions not complying with the statute.
Activists for women’s athletics in the 1970’s have
,oiced their opinions to make Title IX more applicable to
ports. As a result, women’s participation in college
ithletics has more than doubled in this decade.
The key complication with Title IX, however, has
wen the definite procedures for compliance. They were

34 W. Santa Clara
San Jose, CA 951 1 3
14081 288-5228

A COMPLETE BOOKSTORE
SPEND TONIGHT WITH A STRANGER
YOU MEET THE NICEST PEOPLE
IN BOOKS FROM ASHWILL BOOKS

petition (e.g., national, regional or local), or other nonnever distinctly spelled out.
In the years since Title IX became law, there has been discriminatory factors. Part I also requires comfurious debate over how a school is supposed to avoid sex parability with respect to those benefits and services that
discrimination in its athletic program. Some even asked are not readily financially measurable.
"Part II is designed to eliminate, over a reasonable
what sex discrimination was.
Did it mean that if a school spent $100,000 on men’s period of time, the discriminatory effects of the historic
sports, Title IX entitled women’s teams to the same emphasis on men’s intercollegiate sports and to facilitate
the continued growth of women’s athletics. It requires
benefits?
This question and many others have college ad- adoption of procedures for the expansion of women’s
ministrators very disillusioned and weary -eyed trying to
figure out what the actual compliance with Title 1X should
be. Many felt it should have been established by July of
last year, which was the original deadline for compliance.
Last December, HEW Secretary Joseph Califano
revealed the proposed guidelines in the form of a 35-page
"clarification" of the guidelines which had been proposed
in 1975 and were to go into effect last July.
athletic programs to provide the number of participation
That "clarification" has led to a possible crisis of opportunities needed to accommodate the interests and
unprecedented magnitude should it go into effect at the abilities of women."
start of the 1979-80 school year. SJSU President Gail
Fullerton said quite simply that it would be "disastrous"
As HEW Staff Attorney Jean Peelin explained at the
for Spartan athletics.
NCAA’s annual convention in San Francisco in January,
The crisis at hand concerns the two-stage approach to "If a college has 200 male varsity athletes and spends
compliance and enforcement of the revised Title IX. The $200,000 on scholarships for an average of $1,000 per male
proposed policy interpretation is as follows:
athlete, that college must spend an average of $1,000 on
"Part I is designed to eliminate discrimination athletic scholarships for women."
against men or women currently participating in inIt is that situation that has college administrators uptercollegiate programs. It requires the immediate
elimination of discrepencies in average per capita ex- in-arms. The proposed formula would present numerous
benefits
and
oppitfalls
- the most glaring one being that Califano’s
penditures for financially measurable
portunities unless the institution can demonstrate that the "clarification" specified that the colleges had to include
discrepencies are based on differences in the costs of football and basketball and that the revenues of these
particular sports (e.g., equipment), their scope of com- sports could not be counted against their expenditures.

This means that a university which spends $250,000 on
its football team and makes a profit of $100,000 at the end
of the season cannot usc S150,000 as the money spent ( the
expenditure minus the profit ). HEW is not budging. The
actual expenditure must be the figure the school uses
when it calculates how much it spends per male athlete in
order to determine how much must be spent per female
athlete.
Another facet which has stirred a lot of controversy is
the very nature of government involvement in intercollegiate athletics.

’99 percent of schools...
were against revisions’

In an almost unanimous conclusion, the delegates at
the NCAA convention charged that the HEW formula was
"unrealistic and unworkable." They credited themselves
with "massive new allocations" and said that they were
going to get "judicial determination" because HEW "does
not have regulatory authority over intercollegiate sports
programs which are not federally assisted." They
charged that the guidelines constituted an incursion upon
the autonomy of institutions and vowed to see their
Congressmen.
"I’d say that 99 percent of the schools represented at
the NCAA meeting were against the revision," SJSU
Athletic Director Bob Murphy said.
Other college administrators say they are terrified
because they feel the options left to them are not only
budget-busting but also acceptable to only those who want
to see big-time basketball put in their place.
Tomorrow: a look at the SJSU sports budget and what
could possibly happen should Title IX go through.
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tar your next private affair
Lizzie Jordan took an axe
Then chopped firewood
And made ten slacks.
When she saw
What she had done
She tied them in bundles
One by one
"Red hot firewood!"
Lizzie cried
In her ad in Classified.
To work for a buck
Lizzie was willing
She sold the lot
And made a killing
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Men’s Athletic Department wallows in chaos
Firing of coaches reflects lack of stability
Athletic Director Bob Murphy, by his own admission,
is a man who revels in visibility.
He likes to be in the forefront - to be seen as a man
constantly striving for improvement, for action, for
notonety.
Well, Bob Murphy and the SJSU Athletic Department
have that notoriety - but the image being projected isn’t
exactly what Murphy was thinking of.
The image can best be explained in one word - chaos - because Murphy has some mistaken ideas about what his
duties as Athletic Director are and because the Athletic
Department has misled the public - and probably itself about many aspects of the SJSU athletic program.
It’s a department that must depend on the two largest
revenue-producing sports - football and basketball - to
prop up the entire program.
And those two sports just can’t do it. As a result, when
they don’t produce revenue because they aren’t winning,
the natural inclination is to panic.
Instead of seeking long-term solutions to problems
and planning ahead, the tendency has been to find stopgap
answers just to keep immediate problems from
manifesting themselves.
After all, as Murphy once put it, "We’re scrambling
for survival here."
So he puts up a facade. He fires Lynn Stiles and Ivan
Guevara because they’re not dynamic enough, because
they don’t "belly up to the bar" ( as Murphy said of Stiles
- because they aren’t Darryl Rogers-style supermen who
can turn six -week-old buttermilk into cottage cheese.
In doing so, he hides the fact that those two coaches and others, like those involved in aquatics - were confronted with impossible tasks because of the facilities,
personnel, money and campus and community support
they inherited.
Or tries to hide that fact, anyway.
He talks an but new football coach Jack Elway as the
savior - the guy that can trim the athletic program around
just by being dynamic, outgoing and involved.
Jack Elway is dynamic, outgoing and involved - but if
you wan t guacamole, you’ve got to have an avocado.
SJSU doesn’t have the resources to keep up with the
schedule Murphy has arranged in football. The abyss
between SJSU and major college football status will grow
larger and larger, and there’s no way SJSU can survive in
such an atmosphere.
Murphy’s talk about Elway is a facade - designed to
hide from the public and the press the truths about SJSU’s
athletic program.
So was the firing of Lynn Stiles. So was the firing of
Ivan Guevara. They were scapegoats - human sacrifices
made by Murphy in hope that SJSU supporters will
conclude that those coaches were the obstacles to SJSU
athletic success.
The expansion of Spartan Stadium is another example
of Murphy’s ability to create smokescreens.
He talks as if the Spartan Stadium expansion will
solve all the woes faced by the football program: The fans
will come out to see the big-name opponents SJSU will
attract with a 30,000-seat stadium. The community will
recognize the expansion as a sign of San Jose’s
acquisition of major-league status. Et cetera. Et cetera.
Etcetera.
The fact is that SJSU doesn’t have the resources to
become another Stanford or Cal. So what if SJSU builds a
30,000-seat stadium? Compared to the capacities of the
powerhouses of college football, that’s still awfully
miniscule.

I see a different picture.
The stadium expansion has been thrashed around
for 14 years, ever since plans for it were first unveiled in
1965. Every time the expansion appears imminent, an
obstacle arises and the thing falls through.
Maybe Murphy sees the same thing happening again.
So he’s quoted in the San Jose Mercury as saying that
he "might not be interested" in returning to SJEU if the
stadium project doesn’t get underway soon.

By Chuck Hildebrand
Daily Sports Editor

she’s been assured that the stadium expansion will get
underway shortly and that it will lead us out of exile in
college football’s Siberia.
And ultimately, the direction SJSU athletics take and under whose direction they proceed - is her decision.
This way, if the stadium expansion is stalled again,
Murphy follows through on his ultimatum. He resigns as
promised and saves face completely.
In the Mercury story, he said that he had declined
generous offers from other sources to keep the SJSU job.
Maybe so. But if he left SJSU under his terms, it
certainly would look a lot better on any future job resume
he might compile.
Last year when the athletic directorship at Stanford
became vacant, Murphy was an applicant. He assured one
interviewer, however, that he was committed to building
the athletic program here and that his Stanford application was a token gesture.
If you had a chance to attain the athletic directorship
at a major university where the athletic program was
firmly entrenched and nationally respected, would you
just put in a token application?
Especially if you graduated from that school and were
a native of Palo Alto?
All of these things are diversions.
They are diversions designed to camouflage the instability, the lack of money, the lack of facilities, the lack
of down-the-road planning in the Athletic Department.
Things won’t change in the football program just
because Lynn Stiles was fired - not before Jack Elway
gets some resources with which to recruit blue-chip
players.

But Murphy keeps on assuring everybody that the
stadium represents the magic tonic that will bring the
athletic progam back to robust health.

Solutions? There aren’t any. SJSU is mired in a hole
from which it cannot extract itself - although the blame
for that can be laid to poor planning extending back

COME SEE OUR NEW
LARGER STORE

GORDON’S
SPORT SHOP
CORNER OF 2ND & E. SANTA CLARA
293-0503
SAN JOSE

People know that SJSU has no business pretending
greatness in football and basketball is on the horizon - and
they resent implications to the contrary which insult their
intelligence.

Bug Problems?

Murphy was a public relations man before coming to
SJSU. As a result, he tries to run the Athletic Department
in the same way and thinks of himself as a public relations
man.
He tries to manipulate the press and the public and
create a popular image of himself - and, indirectly, the
athletic department.
Murphy doesn’t seem to realize that an athletic
director’s main function at a major university is to guide
and to coordinate - to operate behind the scenes and keep
things running smoothly.

Try our

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

Public relations really has very little to do with his
job. There are ( or should be) other people on hand to take
care of that.

2
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5

Instead of worrying about cajoling the press and
fostering public favor, Murphy should be concentrating on
the organizational aspects of running the athletic
department.
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The press resents being misled - as Murphy did last
Wednesday by emphasizing that Ivan Guevara was still
the basketball coach and that a thorough review of his
performance as SJSU coach would be made before any
kind of decision was made.
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If Murphy had really made any kind of true review of
the circumstances faced by Guevara - or if he knew or
cared anything about them - he had to conclude that the 720 record this season was hardly Guevara’s fault.
Why didn’t he just come out and say Guevara was
gone? I wouldn’t be surprised if that’s been his intention
all along. A convenient scapegoat - just like Lynn Stiles.
And for that matter, why was there an almost absolute lack of communication between Guevara and
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VERBATIM’s whole message
is Quality. . .
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You’ve worked hard to get your degree.
You deserve the best.

REWARD YOURSELF
...WITH LOCKHEED,

According to SJSU grid
assistant I.on Troxel,
duties would entail the
handling and preparing of
equipment for practices.

Applicants may contact Troxel at 277-3225 or
drop by the football office,
which is located on the
second floor of the Old
Science Building.

WE’VE MOVED!’

iComputer Science & Engineering Graduates

The SJSU football
team is looking for
managers for the upcoming spring practice
session.

Managers are being
immediately;
sought
spring practice opens next
Monday.

Murphy - and between Stiles and Murphy? Is it too mud
to ask for a coach to get an honest appraisal of where hi
stands? In Murphy’s case, evidently it is.
But soon - maybe July 15- there is going to be a dis;
of reckoning at SJSU. It’ll be a day during which Gat
Fullerton, Hobert Burns and the rest of the Athletic Boar(
will sift through all the diversions, the smokescreens, thf
illusions, the false promises and hopes.
Whether that future involves Athletic Director Bo’
Murphy remains to be seen.

They’ll recognize the lack of direction and long-range
thinking in the department. They’ll see that Use Athletic
Department has done very little besides create ill will and
a dubious reputation among the students, press and
community.

Things won’t change in basketball just because Ivan
Guevara was fired - not until SJSU get a reputation as
being something other than a depository for ballplayers
that other schools don’t want any part of.

Troxel said the spring
position could evolve into
an arrangement in which
the manager or managers
could be retained during
the regular season,
possibly traveling with the
squad to road games.

These and other similar sports - sports in which
money isn’t a prime ingredient for success - are the only
portions of the athletic department with solid foundations.
They’ve managed to carve out success - because they
don’t cultivate false illusions.
They recognize what the possibilities and the
resources are here, and they make the best of them
without overextending themselves.

He’s probably right - in that he won’t be around if
ground isn’t broken by the time his contract expires July
15.
Football and basketball (especially the former) have
But his departure may not be his idea.
gone the other route. They’ve been caught up in the bigtime recruiting game - a game they will inevitably and
SJSU President Gail Fullerton has to be getting im- invariably lose.
patient. Like everyone else involved with SJSU athletics,
But Bob Murphy either can’t or won’t concede that.
He has an obsession with the acquisition of big-time status
- and he wants to be the man identified with it.
It won’t belong, though, before people turn away from
the images created by Murphy.

And who says it can be filled? There have been only
two
recent
in which a 30,000-seat
occasions
stadium could have come in handy - the Arizona State
game in 1971 ( the year SJSU went to the Pasadena Bowl
and the week after the Spartans stunned Rose Bowl-bound
Stanford ) - and the San Diego State game for the PCAA
title in 1975.

Football
managers
sought

decades.
Even so, it’s only gotten worse - because the Athletic
Department tries to pretend the problems don’t exist. It
visualizes a solid foundation - which doesn’t exist.
Murphy could learn from the experiences of some of
the so-called minor sports which have been successful such as women’s basketball, wrestling, fencing and some
of the others.
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Boasts lifetime best of 1 7-6

Woepse conquers vaulting heights
By Danny Edwards
Seven years ago, Greg Woepse began pole vaulting as
a freshman in high school because "it looked like fun."
Last Saturday, the 21 -year-old senior cleared 17-4 in a
dual meet against UC-Berkeley.
"I tried it because it looked like fun," said Woepse,
whose best vault is 17-6. "I don’t have any goals. I just
want to keep improving and keep learning."
Woepse had just finished his day’s workout which not
only included vaulting but also several all-out 160-meter
sprints.
"The pole vault puts running speed and upper body
strength together," Woepse said. Because of this, he
believes vaulting may be the most technical event in track
and field though "the weight events are close," especially
the shot put.
Undefeated so far this season, Woepse said anybody
can vault 17 feet.
"It just takes a lot of practice and patience."
Time to practice is a problem many American
vaulters face today, Woepse said. Once they get out of
college, they go right to work and aren’t governmentsubsidized like athletes in other countries are.
When asked if he thinks a vaulter may clear 20 feet
someday, Woepse smiled and said,’ 19 feet first." The
world record now stands at 18-8.

"He a 20-foot vaulter I would have to be as tall as a
basketball player and be real strong and agile," he said.
Woepse said putting together a good vault involves
many different factors. He considers the "last three steps
and the plant" as the most important parts of any vault.
"If those are good you usually have a good vault.
"The wind is a primary factor. If it’s coming at you it
can throw your step off. If it’s behind you then you have a
little more confidence,"
The muscular, red-haired marketing major said the
mental aspect of vaulting can also come into play.
"The only reason I made 174 Saturday is because I
had some good practice sessions," he said. "It makes you
mentally stronger."
He said his main weakness during a vault is on his
way up in "the rock backstage."
"My leg is supposed to be straight and I tend to tuck it
in," he said. Though a vaulter may not necessarily be
psyched out when he misses a low height during a meet,
Woepse said such a miss is an indication he is doing
something technically wrong.
Woepse, who early in the season was having trouble
finding a suitable pole to vault with, stressed the
significance of a pole that is to his liking.
"It’s really important to have a pole for your size," he
said. "You’ve got to have a pole that’s going to throw you

vertically."
Woepse, who has always used only one brand said the
length of the pole has nothing to do with the vault. ’It’s the
better technique that will insure a good "push -off" from
the pole, he said.
Woepse will run up against some strong competition
March 24 at the Stanford Relays which is the Spartans
first meet on the road this season.

SUPER SUNDAY
SPECIALS
ON SUNDAYS
PENTAX

40mm

Wrestlers find going tough
at NCAA finals; finish 44th
le vaulter Greg Woepse says his goal at SJSU is
st to keep learning and improving."

Ntomen golfers
huffle Cards

SJSU’s women’s golf team again came out on top in
wthern California Athletic Conference play in its first
-hole tournament at the Haggin Oaks Golf Course in
cramento.
The Spartans defeated Stanford University for the
/irth time this season with a resounding 613-637 victory.
"We held up under pressure real well," said SJSU
ach Mark Gale. "Stanford still thinks they’re going to
at us but! don’t think they will."
Though individuals from Nevada -Reno and
cramento State competed, neither college had a full
i’e-woman team and did not figure in the team scoring.
7 Stanford’s Sally Voss took individual honors, firing a
!and 76 for a 148 total. SJSU’s Carol Conidi had a chance
:tie Voss on the last hole with a long eagle putt attempt,
t three putted to finish second with 77-73 for 150.
;1 Spartans Kelli Swank and Juli Simpson tied for third
76-76 for 152. Up until this point, Simpson had been
defeated in NCAC competition.
Patty Sheehan of Reno broke the string of Spartans by
Icing fifth with 77-78 for 155. She was followed by SJSU’s
,p4 -a Baxter and Lisa Goedecke.
I, Baxter shot 79-80 for 159 and Goedecke was at 79-81 for
I). The next Spartan was 11th place finisher Shelly
I,anagan who had 81-84 for 165.
Gale believes the team is progressing well at this
!.int of the season but said, "We still have room to imove."
’ The Spartans will host their first 36-hole NCAC
ornament of the year April 2 at The Villages course in
Jose.

By Danny Edwards
The four Spartan wrestlers who qualified for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association championships Robert McDowell, Eddie Baza, Jim Rey and Duane
Harris - combined to finish 44th in the three-day tournament last weekend in Ames, Iowa.
Iowa University repeated as NCAA champions with
Iowa State again taking second. The tournament drew a
record 66,000 people for the three days with two sessions of
’wrestling being held each day.
Between 120 and 150 colleges participated, according
to SJSU coach T.J. Kerr, who said, "We could very easily
have been in the top 20."
McDowell, ranked second nationally at 150 pounds,
defeated Dave Pacheco of Idaho State 17-4 but was then
upset by Cal Poly’s Randy Fleury 7-5.
"He was just super high for Bob," Kerr said, concerning Fleury, who wrestled for the Spartans two years
ago. "Bob used to beat him in practice. Bob just wasn’t
himself during the match. He’s pretty discouraged right
now."
Iowa’s Bruce Kinseth won the 150-pound class as he
pinned all five of his opponents. During the season, McDowell’s only loss was to Kinseth, 7-6.
"He ( Kinseth) cleaned up," Kerr said, noting that the
Iowa star was voted the outstanding wrestler of the
tournament.
Despite being upset, McDowell, a senior, finished his
career by setting three school marks. His 44-2 won-lost
record this season was the best ever by a Spartan and he
broke the career percentage mark by winning 96 percent
of his matches. McDowell also posted a record 22 falls this
season.
A bright spot for the Spartans at the NCAA tourney
was Baza, a 126-pound freshman.
Baza, who at the beginning of the season wasn’t even
sure he could make the team, decisioned Rhode Island’s
Dan Mannion 12-10 in his first match.
"The guy continues to suprise me," Kerr said. "Eddie
was right in the ballgame."
Baza then faced fifth-ranked Greg Shoemaker of East
Strausberg University. Though Baza lost 15-8 Kerr
believed that "with a little bit more experience Eddie
could have beaten that guy."
Iowa’s Randy I,ewis won the 126 competition.

By Chuck Bustillos
After being bounced around last week by a pair of
fiationally ranked teams, SJSU’s men’s tennis team did
lame bouncing of its own Tuesday, knocking off USF 8-1
his past Tuesday at South Campus.

Singles players Bill Harper, Don Paulsen, Dave
Couch and George Mulhern all emerged with wins. In
doubles, Batten and Paulsen took the No. 1 match while
Mulhern and Couch dittoed the number one team’s effort
in second doubles.

This Thursday’s match with Ivy League member
ale University has been canceled and so Butch
rikorian’s squad won’t take to the courts again until next
.uesday when the Spartans host Portland University at 2
.m. The Spartan netters will also host perennial junior
illege powerhouse Canada College next Thursday at the
;lime time.

While the USF win was a welcome relief after losses
to top-ranked Stanford and fifth-rated UC-Berkeley,
Krikorian said that his team prides itself on squaring off
with the bigger schools.

Nial Brash turned in an awesome performance in
sickly disposing USF’s No. 1 player, Jim Heater. Brash
feated Heater in straight sets 6-0,6-1.
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FREE WITH INE PURCHASE OF ANY CAMERA

Three Flour Photography Class
Free Camera Check up
Photo Finishing $50 Coupon Book
’rr Off on First Roll of Denevi Processing
30 DB, Denevi Exchange Privilege
Satisfaction Guarantee on All Photo
Processing or you don’t have to

9W
TUNED WHILE YOU WAIT

$6.00 EXTRA for 6 & 8 cyl.
Your Car is tuned on our Road
Dyno A $21.000 system far more
accurate than any tune-up
under idle conditions
YOUR TUNE-UP INCLUDES
\_kie.E-,.cfk
0-..s;
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121_5E0
,01 ’aacneupltatchteurners Warranty
’n Off for 1 year on Denevi Movie
Processing No limit
Free Vacation Film Package
10% Off Genuine Kodak Processing
Free Film Protection Bag
1 yr Exchange Privilege on Darhroom
Enlargers
Free Dene, ,11t, Dollar v. o0h 150

sai

New spark plugs 1 pools Replace
delectryeconclensocrolor distribLitor car
ignition woe 8 I net filter Must
clean carburetor rest lor vacuum leaks
Clean smog system . sei tue,e,

GUARANTEED 6.000 MILES
With this ad. Exp. Apr.15,1979

P
Good Monday thro Friday.
/REG. $39-4 cyl; $41-6 cyl; $43.8 cyl
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WITH THIS AD.

PHOTO
FINISHING

Entitles the bearer to ’ : OFF the regular price ol Denevi
developing and printing one roll of print, sltde or movie
ItIm Color or Black -and -white Limit one per customer
For example C135,36 Jumbo border/em prints Regularly 9.76 wah this coupon $488

NA4C-1111191".
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TUNE-LW. SPECIAUEM3
SAN JOSE E. SANTA CLARA at 13th ST
298-0900
NINE OTHER TUNELJP CENTERS IN:
San Jose, Campbell, Cupertino, Santa Clara, Mt. View,
Sunnyvale, Heyward and Redwood City
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Entire Winter Stock 20-60% Off!
Wool Sweaters, Shirts, Jackets, Sleeping Bags and Much More,
Rental Skis from S15.00 (40-90% off retail value)
Rental Boots and Poles 30-80% off retail value
Regular
Silk
I
Trucker Li Tour
Kneissl Tooting
Ada 1101 hoots
.1rIle 4167 Roofs
Troll Step lit Bindings
[MINIM,’ 1’1111,
MOVId 11 Hiking Roots
Poilargoartl Booties
Polargtlard Ver.IN
I.A S Expedition Park
Lila X I’ timis
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Ski Bags
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Kerr said ratings really don’t mean anything in a
tournament of NCAA stature.
"Duane was pretty disappointed," Kerr said. "He
thought he could do a lot better."

iirnpentrtin, rum lettmele., limbo perm, and mine’

March 23 March 31
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$46640-

CROSS COUNTRY
SKI SALE
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ALAN SHOW, teaches with the permission of
Chinese Martial Art Master Kuo Lien-ying of San
Francisco. According to 86-yearold Master Kuo,
-The purpose of T’ai-chi Ch’uan is to prolong life and
obtain eternal youth.
Tuesdays, Mwch 20 May 8, 1979
7120 91/0 p.m.
San Jose City College Main Gym
Fee: $25.00
Phone: 298-5064
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Harris 191)), ranked 12th going in to the tournament,
was pinned in his match by Kevin Sheesley who was
unrated.

"Nial was really on the stick, a lot more improved
an last week. The same goes for Paul. He is one very
ermined individual and that determination helps him a
on the court."
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"We really get up for the high ranking teams. It’s a lot
easier to look to the higher teams than the teams you know
you should beat. Going after the higher ranking teams
provides a better test for us."

NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEKS
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Rey lost his opening match at 177 pounds to Rhode
Island’s Mark Hattendorf, 12-5. Hattendorf later lost to
Mark I.ieberman of Lehigh who went on to win the individual title.

Paul Batten continued his winning ways as Rodney
became Batten’s ninth straight victim to lose in No. 2
gles. Batten kept his streak in tact by winning 64,6-2.
Krikorian complemented his top two players.

That determination was rather contagious against the
ns as SJSU swept the singles and took two out of the
ree doubles matches.
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arts and entertainmen
Kaplan’s ’Fast Break’fouls out
By Pam Streit
Frustrated athletes
and fans of Alcorn
University, the fairy tale
basketball team of the
year, have a new movie to
cheer along with. It’s
Columbia Picture’s new

Movie
review
release "Fast Break."
Starring Gabe (Kotter)
Kaplan, the film plays upon
the now -worn-thin theme of
misfit athletes and crazy
coach, a la"Bad News
Bears" and "The Longest
Yard."
coach
Basketball
a
David Greene (,)nalp K
shallow character with not
much going for him but a
good memory, and his

reluctant wife Jan i Randee
Heller I slug it out on the
marital scene while misfits
D.C. (Harold Sylvester),
( Michael
Preacher
Warren), Hustler (Bernard
Jing ), and Swish (Mavis
Washington ) fight their
own battles on New York’s
city streets.
Greene offers the
misfits an escape in the
form of an obscure
university in Nevada called
Cadwallader University, a
run down "gem in the
woods" hoping for fame via
the basketball courts.
They all go. Greene is
offered $60 for every game
Cadwallader wins plus a 3year, $30,000 coaching
contract if they can beat
Nevada State.
Impossible? Not quite, as
Greene and his boys, one
who is really a girl, blow

away their opponents with
the help of fifth misfit, Bull
Reb Brown).

Kaplan is his usual
easy-going self, Kotter
style, with a little
crookedness mixed in.

There are a few
humorous moments as the
Nevada -bound
misfits
gobble down a pound of
marijuana while pursued
by a highway patrolman.
Or as D.C. falls in love with
Swish and worries about
being "queer" only to
discover the ace shot is a
girl. And finally as the
hustled Nevada coach Bo
Winnegar ( Bert Ramsey)
pits his top 10 team against
the Cadwallader team.

University President
Alton Gutkas (John
Chappell) and his dizzy
wife Enid CadwalladerGutkas I Rhonda Bates)
add some spice to the banal
story line, as do the
evangelist Preacher and
the red-faced Bo Winnegar.

Theending is predictable if you’ve seen any
"sports flicks" lately.
"Fast Break" has a
feminist twist, however, as
Swish makes the winning
her
shot flaunting
womanhood.

Unfortunately, as the
star, Kaplan doesn’t pull
his weight in the film. He is
less than believable and the
conflict with his wife, the
only meaningful part of the
story, is horribly underdeveloped.

The most interesting
character, team manager
Howie Richard Brestoff 1,
however, is sadly forgotten
as the movie slides to a
happily-ever-after ending.

Zappa blends different
styles on new album
By Scott Knies
"Shiek Yerbouti" is the only Frank
Zappa album released in the last year and
a half personally authorized by Zappa.
Tangled in bitter contract hassles with his
previous label, Warner Bros., Zappa
finanally had to create his own record
company.
It was the only way he could get his
music out of the basement and onto an
album.
Warner Bros. had stopped the release
of Zappa’s four-record set titled "Lather"

Record review
in 1977 which started his troubles with the
company.
Warner Bros. hacked up "Lather" and
released two grossly packaged albums,
"Studio Tan" and "Sleep Dirt," which
were not approved projects by Zappa.
Zappa picked up the salvagable pieces
of the long struggle and assembled "Shiek
Yerbouti" for his new label, a two-record
album of "New" music written and
recorded for the most part in 1977.
And this album has the boss’ approval!
Recorded live with the 1977-78 version
of the Mothers of Invention, Zappa blends
together so many different impressions
and textures during the album’s four sides
that any musical taste is gratified at some
moment.
Delightful melodies, intricate harmonies, complicated changes and creative
instrumental sounds dominate the highenergy music, although blunt lyrics tend to
overpower the vocals on a couple of songs.
Two keyboard players embellish the
full sound along with two guitars, two
percussionists and bass. Produced by
Zappa, the sound quality of the discs is
sparkling clear and some of the live rock
riffs turned up loud and overwhelming.

Campus
Calendar
The World Cultural
Night sponsored by
Women’s Studies will be
held tonight in the S.U.
Ballroom at 7.
Entertainment will be
provided by an Asian
woman singer, Sam
Takimoto and Teatro Laz
Cucarazhas. Admission is
$1.

The album Is a true variety act.
Listening to Zappa requires a tolerance for
creativity because so much is going on in
each song.
The lyrics are often both hilarious and
moving. The story line of "Bobby Brown"
sounds funny and perverse, but it also
illustrates the more serious problems of
losing one’s sexual identity in today’s
decadent society.
"Flakes" deals with the country’s
leading rip-off artists, the overprotected
and overpaid service repairman and
features a remarkable Bob Dylan impersonation by vocalist and rhythm
guitarist Adrian Belew.
Zappa’s lyrics provide realistic social
commentary while satirizing in a musical
setting. He is especially adept at mocking
his genre, exposing discomania’s
plasticity in "Dancin’ Fool’ and parodying
punk rock and its following with "Tryin’ to
Grows Chin" and "I’m So Cute".
Many sexual taboos, implications and
applications are explored and attacked
some very explicitly in "Jewish Princess", "Broken Hearts are for Assholes"
and "Wild Love".
Three instrumental tracks and "Yo
Mamma" provide the album with its
brightest moments. The guitar during "Yo
Mamma’ is an elevating experience; a
rich interplay between soloist and band
that leaves the listener amazed at the
guitar’s emotionally moving sound
capabilities as Zappa plays with timbre,
wah-wah and feedback.
Terry Bozzio on drums and vocals
especially stands out amongst the band’s
stellar musicianship. Peter Wolf and
Tommy Mars on keyboards, Ed Mann on
percussion and Patrick O’Hearn on bass
comprise the rest of the Mothers that cut
the album.
Hopefully it will not be another year
and a half before he releases another
album! Zappa’s unique creative style is a
refreshing oasis in today’s musical desert.
Scott Knies is a journalism major at SJSU.

Here’s a match
that’s
hard
to beat.

Choir
Concert
tomorrow at St. Andrew’s
Church in Saratoga
beginning at 8 p.m. Student
admission $1 and general
admission $3.

A Wine and Cheese
Party sponsored by
Women’s Studies tomorrow
night in the S.U. Ballroom
from 5:30 to 7:30. Wine
donated by Rapazzini
Winery and Paul Masson
Winery. Open to anyone 21
years of age or older.
Donation $2 in advance and
$2.50 at the door.

Concert and Disco
Dance featuring Meg
Christian will be held
tomorrow in the S.U.
Ballroom at 7 p.m. Admission $2.50

c’s);

A (.0iiegi, (ducation matched with actual work
experience can be a winning combination when
you’re locking for a full-time lob after graduation And
that’s where New England Lite’s college internship
program fits in
While you’re still in school, you can gain up to a
year’s business experience that will give you a
running start on your career You’ll also be earning
extra money And since a New England Life
internship involves only a limited amount of your
hours, you’ll have plenty of time left over
To learn if you qualify, just give us a call We may
be able to help you gain the advantage
Kevin E. Sullivan
Marketing Director
The Wolsh Agency
2995 Moorpark Ave.
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 246-1991

N2ed

The Budweiser Spring Break is going
to be the craziest event that’s ever
happened off campus (they wouldn’t let
us have it on campus).
Here’s what’s happening:
.

Free Fireworks
Free Rock & Roll

4- Free Discos
Free Super Sports
(National Championship)

47 Free Beach
Frisbee, Disc
Free Expo America

Free Fun
Free Freebees

Except for a few good
basketball game scenes,
the movie "fouls out."
"Fast Break" is a
piece of borrowed story
lines with a basketball as
its theme rather than a

football or baseball,
you’ve seen one, yo
seen ’em all.
"Fast
Break"
playing at the Pruneya
Campbell and the Ca
Drive-in in San Jose.

A[112
294-1800

You’ll lusl eve ma
can fly!
And Giants!
And Homes too!
"Ranks with Fantasia"
"A masterpiece of
hussy and idrifortors"

Plus:
7 Faces of Or, Lao
Showing flint Monday
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spartaguide
The Chinese Christian
b will sponsor a
meeting
lowship
orrow from 12:30 to
p.m. in the chamber
erence room of the
ident Union. Everyone is
come.

The SJSU Folkdancing
club sponsors folkdancing
every Friday night in
Women’s Gym room 101.
Instruction offered from
7:30 to 9 p.m. Open dance
from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Everyone welcome. Call
Maureen O’Day at 358-2093
for more information.

The Akbayan Filipino
ib will meet today at 1:30
n. in the S.U. Guadalupe
The campus ministry
om. For more ination call M. Sabado of SJSU will hold a Sunday
worship at the Campus
1-7827.
Christian Center, 300 S.
and
Sigma Delta Chi 10th St. Worship
p.m. and
embers interested in Eucharist at 5
Catholic Mass at 8 p.m.
ng to the regional
Call The Rev. Roy C. Hoch
nvention in San Franat 298-0204 for more inco April 20-21 should
meeting formation.
the
tend
orrow at 12:30 p.m. in
There will be a Black
117. Myron Farber,
Y. Times reporter, and Student Union meeting
e Bird, Chief Justice of today at noon in the
e California Supreme Guadalupe Room. For
urt, will be the keynote more information call
akers at the convention. Barbara Profit 251-9847.
Intervarsity
The
istian Fellowship will
d a chapter meeting
y from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in
Gary
100.
ucation
shers will speak about
ses’ faith. Call Jim
iandlers at 294-5638 for
ore information.
American Red Cross
od drive needs your
lp. For more information
II Patrick Heck at 2773.
Alpha
Sigma
Pi
-esents a lecture and
former
with
dal hour
litical science lecturer
chard Young. He will
lieak
"1980
on the
iresidential Election and
e Fall of America"
onday, March 19 in the
munhum Room from 2:30
4 p.m.
The Shotokan Karate
ub will workout today at
p.m. in Men’s Physical
ducation Room 201. For
sore inforamtion call Dr.
neller at 277-3004.
Faculty and stall
embers who want to
lush up on their proposal
-,7iting skills or learn new
Lies can do so this spring
t, participating in the
Vice of Sponsored
Irograms Small Grants
Writing
roposal
orkshop. The workshop is
fheduled for Thursday,
arch 29 from 1:30 to 4:30
.m. in the University Club
rteeting room.

The Women’s Studies
program is sponsoring a
wine and cheese party
tomorrow from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room in recognition of
Meg
Womyn’s Week.
Christian will speak at 8
p.m. Donation is $2 in
advance and $2.50 at the
door.
For more information and tickets call
Janice at 277-2352 or stop
by the Women’s Studies
Office, Stith:fling U, room
203.
Career Planning is
sponsoring a faculty, staff
and
student
Bible
discussion today at noon in
the S.U. Pacheco Room.
Call Linda Alvarez at 2772338 for more information.
California
The
Association for Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation will hold a
chapter meeting in the
lounge of West Hall Sunday, March 18 at 8 p.m.
Further information can be
obtained from the
Department of Human
PrAitirMailce
The student chapter of
American
the
Meteorological Society will
be having a bake sale
tomorrow in the lobby of
Duncan Hall beginning at 7
a.m.
Art Department’s
Gallery 3 will show a film,
"Japanese Kimono," in Art
131 tomorrow at 12:30 p.m.
and Jack Mayeda will play
on samisen and sing at 2:30
p.m. Call Marylin Hudsen
in the Gallery Office at 2772716.

The India Student
ssociation will sponsor
ie movie "Raftar" with
nglish subtitles Sunday at
p.m. in Morris Dailey
uditorium. Admission for
The India Student
mdents is free, $1.50 for
Poonam Association will meet in the
Call
dults.
,garway at 629-1862 for S.U. Montalvo Room
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. Call
lore information.
Poonan Agarway at 629Sociology Department 1862 for more information.
Irbeque will be held
*morrow from 11 a.m. to 3
The
Institute of
,In. at Fourth and Santa Electrical and Electronics
Aara streets. $1 for Engineers
will
meet
limburgers and 75 cents tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in
r hot dogs. Call Linda at the Engineering Building,
.7-2869 for more in- room 227. Sal Algeri from
rmation.
Aertech Corporation will
be speaking on microwave
Episcopal Church communications, satellite
and
-rvices will be held at 6:30 communications,
in. this Sunday at the microwave components.
All interested people may
Mtpus Christian Center.
attend.
ANSI K
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& Continuing Education
present

JANE GOODALL
Annual Lecture

...I. World-famous Chimpanzee
Researcher
National Geographic
Contributor
Leaky Foundation Lecturer
Syndicated TV Show
Author

"In the Shadow
of Man"

classifieds
announcements

PRO DJ (SJSU student) with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party
65/hr. 286.3219.
MENI WOMEN!
JOBS
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience High Pay! See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So
America. Career Summer! Send
$3.85 for Into. to SEAWORLD.
Box 61015, Santo., CA 95860.
SIERRA Club meeting Ttin. 7:30
pm Guadalupe Rm student
union. Outdoor and conservation
activities.
CIRCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
Classes in Psychic Development, Meditation, Aquarian
Gospel. Prosperity. 2114009.
TYPING- Fast, Accurate and
reasonable too. IBM Selectee.
Give me a try, I’m in West San
Jose. Call Paty 984 1642.
COLOR IS THE FASHION FOR
SPRING! Let me determine
your most flattering as well as
give you a personalized style
description. These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your life. I give you
about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together with your personal
style description in a portfolio.
By appt. only. References.
Sliding scale of fees. Inquire
details colors. Carol Lynne
Bowman, M.A., 247.2504, 5:30
7.00 p.m. most eves, llam-Ipm
Also, Dress for
Saturdays
Success for the Business.
minded. You never have to
makes clothes mistake again.
SKI UTAH, During Spring break
with SJSU SKI CLUB. FIVE
DAYS skiing at Park City, Alta
and Snowbird; Transportation,
Lifts, lodging and parties all
included for 018000 Sign-ups
start Feb. 27th at 730 a.m, in the
Almaden Room, Student Union.
Also coming up Is the Weekend
trip to SQUAW VALLEY. Feb.
17,18111. Come loin us for fun and
sun in the mountains.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS lit
The Widest selection of Me
Highest ’minify at the Lowest
prices! AE is your consumer
electronics buying service fix
nearly 300 brands of audio
components, compacts, portables, and accessories for auto,
home, stage, or studio. AE also
has TV’s VTRs, vicleoscreens
and games. Everything you
need in home entertainment at 5
lost percent DISCOUNTS! Mfg
wryly. Plus optional 5 year
extended wrnty. All accessories
at cost w/purchase of any
system! 5 FREE L Ps with each
purchase! If you’re tired of the
small selection at the Sound’
works. the high prices at
Pacific. or the throwntogether.
Junk systems at Cal, then you
owe it to yourself to Give Audio
Enterprises a call. The number
Is 255-5550. MF after 2 p.m.,
anytime weekends. Ask for Ken.
Audio Enterpirses Has Ill
DISCO EXPERIENCE: Mobile
Disco and Light Shows with
Peter B Tremendous sound
systems and lighting effects
available for all occasions. Call
(408) 267 3156.
GAY MEN and Lesbians. SJSU Gay
Student Union meets most
Thurs. all PM in the Guadalupe
Rm of the SJSU Student Union,
Speaker led discussions, rap
groups, potluck dinners and
other activities. We provide an
informal educational -social
setting which Is very conclusive
to meeting people and learning
about the gay community. Be all
attend. For our
you can be
meeting schedule or just more
Information call our events tape.
29111GAYS
KING TUT group tour tickets
available for Sunday July 22 9:00
AM 012 call 247 3466.
NEEDED SJSU Grid. student ter
AS Council. Must be tenacious!
Sandwiches,
Food
HEALTH
Vegetable Burger, Creps,
Drinks. Margarita, 126 E San
Salvador, 103.
F

YOU’VE been harassed or
discriminated at your job, Call
Karen 81295.6868 after S p m.

SUMMER JOBS NATIONAL PARK
CO’s 21 Parks, 5,000 oPeflinge
Complete Information, 83.
Mission Mtn. Co., 148 E.
EVERGREEN,
KALISPELL.
MT 59901

San Jose Center for the Performing Arts
Admission $3 00 (students with I D I
$5 00 (general pubfic)
Tickets A S Business Office. &ISO Stu
dent Union (277 2731). San Jose
Boo Office and BASS Outlets All
seats reserved $1 00 more at the
door, if available
A146 IT
I I
141,14

/

NT

THE MAN who brought you
"Original
Conservation,"
Former Poll Sci Prof Richard
Young, will speak on "1960 PreS.
Election and the Fate of
America. Attend 3/19 in the S.U.
Urnunhum Room. 2:304. Please
Attend
TO THE PERSON who returned my
Blue Barclays Passbook to West
Hell, Thank You Very Much.

automotive

’74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback.
AM/FM stereo cassette, new
steel belted radial tires, 6.cyl.,
Bpd., 20 mpg. $2495. Call 2336276.
MINI dirt bike, 560. ’69 Olds Delta 4
dr., solid, dependable tran
sportation. S4013. Call 377 1660
after 5 p.m.
’54 BRUICK. Low mileage. Find
$300 takes it. Needs some work.
265.6095.
’74 KARMANN Ghia for sale by
original owner. 36,000 ml,
51,100. Call 57t’0732 daytime
’73 TRIUMPH Bonn 750 Rebuilt top
end. 16" rear, rnanu custom
goodies, super clean Have all
receipts 51,400. Call 267 0061

CONSCIOUSNESS
SEMINAR
Ernest F Pecci, "The PSI
Proces "
Others
on
Psychic/Intuitive intergration,
I Ching Ricky’s Hyatt House,
Palo Alto Saturday, March 17,
105 Family of Man, 14011 293
871S

’73

MAZDA RX3. Exc. cond.
11.100/11.D. Call Ed, 9206974
data. 231.440 eves.

N -GAUGE trains. An excellent
assortment. All new and unused.
Quality trains For info, call
Bob, 27711634, any time
’68 OLDS LonvertIble Delmont 88
Runs well, needs body work
1650 Call Dave at 737 9794

help wanted

Do You need a couple Of Units? It
writing is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
publication . the Spartan
Quarterly. You can receive one
to three units through an IS 110
class, and work with concerned
professional supervision. We
want people who’re serious
about the writing craft - and
flexible enough to try a new
style or Iwo. contact Carol
Schreiber at 277-3235 or 287-2532
for more information.
PART TIME. Full.time 10 Key
operators for tax season. In
terviewing now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnisota 2943613. 294.3134,
Wanted
ADDRESSERS
immediately! Work at home
no experience necessary
excellent pay. Write American
Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite
127, Dallas, TX 75231.
NURSING
Flexible Hours/Good
Pay. Aides/Ord., $5.00/hr.;
LVN’S, $6.10/hr.; RN’s, Vii/hr.
Some Experience Required.
Call 2874749 for Appt.
JOBS IN ALASKA: Summer jobs.
High
paying,
$10052,000
per/Mo. Nat’l Parks, Fisheries,
Logging, and more How and
where to Oct jobs. Send 52 to
Alasco, P.0 Box 2463, Goleta,
CA 93018.

’67 GMC window van/camper, aryl
auto trans., fully carpeted and
panneled. Tinted windows,
sleeping area, hignbackecf
seats, new tires, rebuilt carb.,
recent shocks, batt. Most set to
appreciate. $2,000 or best offer.
Hurry. 2674061.
’67

OLDS Cutlass F-85. Runs
BEAUTIFULLY. A good car,
some body work. $650. Call Bob
277-8645, all hours.

for sale

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance needs:
HOME,
FIRE,
AUTO,
HEALTH. If you are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my office or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
at your home, or at my office.
Let’s get together and give you
better coverage for less money.
CALL: MORY STAR, 253.32710r
4403649.
BOLE% Camera. 16mm non.reftex
movie
camera.
Slow
motion/fast motion, 3 lenS,
pistol grip. $175. Ce11238-6276.
’77 YAMAHA Enduro WI. Exc.
cond., 6,600 miles. 50 mpg.
Asking 01,100. 2749415 after, 1
P.m.
STEREO for 101. 1150 records and
tapes
00, to sell fast Best
offer. Pis call 2917231 (ask for
Mary) If interested
HANDSOME SCULPTURE pedestal
Supports
In birch.
large, heavy scupltures. Fine
0270.
Other
sixes
detailing.
available. Santa Clara Artists
Foundry. 249 5947. 2891 B. Scott
Blvd., Santa Clara.
’78 KZ 650 custom. Exc. cond.
K er ker header, custom seat,
paint. Many Extras! Call 374.
4021.
DESK: Black steel drawers, walnut
laminated top. 40520.0006 coed.
$50 or offer. 2407874.
DIRT BIKE, ’71 Yamaha DTI 250,
set up for off road enduro. Like
new. PCifico Tank. PH. 269.
0590.
’66 FORD L.T.D. Country Squire.
New: battery, brakes, tires. $250
or OFFER. Call 297.1905.
FOR SALE: Nikkormat F T3 Slack
Body w/case, very good cond.
$33 or best offer Call Mark at
2771833.

BE A YOGI...BEARI
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!
Ride
operators,
costume
characters, food services,
merchandise sales, maintenance. immediate parttime
Wettings, full-time summer.
Apply NOW ... in person.
VILLAGE
FRONTIER
AMUSEMENT PARK.
Summer/year
OVERSEAS JOBS
round. Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, Etc. All fields,
$500-S1,200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write: B.H.P Co., Box 449050,
Berkeley, CA 94704.
DANCE MAJOR wanted. Need
inventive choreographer/dancer for studentproduced
children’s film. No pay but in.
teresting opportunity to explore
movement Ideas within a
ice framework and see
Me results on film. Calf Bill, 7371544.
ASIAN WOMEN wanted for
amateur photographer. 16 P/H,
Call Jay Vora! at 714110$ for
details.
$3.50/PER HOUR. Misc. easy work
near SJSU (you can study while
you work). Hours to fit your
schedule. AIM typing and office
work parttime near campus,
same pay. Call Don, 9980149, 5
to 6 P.m. only.
BABYSITTER. Light
LIVEIN
housekeeping Room, board and
Mall Weekly salary Call 267,
8030.
JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay
Worldwide
travel Summer job or career.
Send 03 for into to SEAFAX,
Dept. 07. Box 2049, Port
Anpelees, WA 911362.
MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
SJSU (you can study while you
work), 83.50 per hours. Hours to
fit your schedule. Also typing
and office work part time near
campus. Same Pay. Call Don,
998-0149,5 tog p.m. only.
$4.00
WAREHOUSEMAN Driver
per hr, work 1pm to Spm, three
to five days/wk told your school
schedule. Good driving record
required. Phone Mrs. Emm, 298.
4900 Year round opportunity.
PROCESS SERVER.
Highest
peeling In Santa Clara Co. You
must be a citizen, over IL and
have reliable transportation.
Work is not dangerous, but not
for the fainthearted. Apply at
210 S. First St., Ila.m. to noon,
or call MOM for appointment.

RATES-hnes
1 lines
5 Ones
von.,

One
der
$1 50
200
1 50
300

7wo
days
2 00
1 50
300
3 50

Three
days
2 25
2 79
3 25
3 75

Four
days
2 40
2 90
.7 40
3 90

[fn.
days
2 50
300
3 50
400

50

50

50

50

Each additional line add
SO

Mosmorn Three Linn One Day
Semester rate 45.33,31325 00

positions:
following
SEEK
manager, cook. busperson. front
hOS/hostess Salary negotiable
Call 2864130 for interview
HOUSE OF GENGI,
NATIONAL Jewelry Company
needs part or full time area
sales managers and trainers
Exceptionally high commissions
Paid. Will interview by 13
’,ointment only. Call 225 9316
after 4 p.m
COMPANIONS
SLEEP IN OR OUT
Assist the elderly in their own
homes. Choose your own hours.
No fees. Call as now! Quality
Care 246-7042.
FEMALE student wanted 3 nights
per/wk to do light hOuSektwang
for young woman in wheelchair
16 hrs/wk. Car necessary. 2456956.
FIGURE MODEL: Female. Exc,
Pay. Call 7314327 from 5 to
p.m. PS. Monday 10. 5th.
RECEPTIONIST) Parttime M.W F
mornings. Near San Jose Airport. Call Linda. 2794000.
TAKE A FREE look at the Business
World! We are looking for interns in life insurance sales. If
you qualify, we’d start training
soon to prepare you for a
rewarding summer in sales. Call
Kevin E. Sullivan, marketing
director, at 246-1991 for an ap
pointment. New England Life, of
course! Equal Opportunity
Employee.. M/F.
APARTMENT manager for 10 unit
complex. 1-1/2 blocks from
campus. Rent reduced In eo.
change for It. maintenance and
administrative duties. Full time
student OK. Call 998-1506, leave
message.
STUDENT
TIME
PART
PROGRAM
COMPUTER
of In,
Office
MER S. The
formation Systems and Con,
miter Services at SJSU Is
seeking currently enrolled SJSU
students for computer
programming assignments for
the University. The qualified
candidates must be proficient
and have demonstrated ability
In either COBOL or.FORTRAN,
or both. Experience in the local
batch (le., the CDC 3150) is
desirable. Motivation, quality
products with minimal super.
vision and timely completion of
the assigned projects in a
professional manner, complete
the job requirement. We offer
hourly
salarY,
excellent
challenging projects ideal for
the
and
career enhancement
Opportunity to work with
computer
Competent
professionals. Except for the
required Interface with your
supervisor, you are not required
to come to the office. For further
Information, call Dean Hall at
277-3280, or send your al,
plication as soon as possible to
Engineering 1441, the Office of
Systems and
Information
Computer Services, San Jose
University, San Jose, CA 95192.

housing

MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses across St. from
campus, kitchen, facilities, linen
and maid/serv., T.V. parking
everything furnished, $30 per
Wk. share, S50 wk. sing*, 122 N.
eth st. 279 9501,
SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room, color TV
linen and maid serv, fireplace,
courtyard, parking, 532 per wk.
snare, $50 single. 202 S. 11th St.
call first 293-7374.
FREE room and board for right
student. For company and
friendship for older Professional
man. Active and Involved In
Business and Community. Eve
andweekends 247 7733.
FURN, apt, for rent. 3 bdrm., 2 ha.
$350/rno plus deposit. No pets or
children 470 S Ilth St. Phone
287 7590
1 BDRM. furn apt. Clot quiet, all
utll pd. GOO plus dep. Near
SJSU. Non smoker 358 8356.
MALE or FEMALE wanted to share
house neer SJSU. Available
now. $125/mo. Call 2118-5683

HOUSE -FURNISHED. Avail June
1. Close to campus. Security,
private nerd w/BBC). garage,
cable TV, W/D. Prefer a couple
to housesit My home on a per
mewt basis, and make my
issioirant of $275/mo. plus your
utilities. Please send short
application/resume to "owner."
c/o George Stump, 1051 N. 4111
St., Not, San Jose, CA 95112

House:

Furn. 4 bdrm., 2-1/2 ha, 2
car garage. 11 minutes to SJSU
0500 ow. References req. Cali
2511-11$711.

ROOMMATE needed for 2 bdrm
house 1 mi. from campus
$110/mo 29241458 eves and
wknds
FOR RENT: Beautiful 2 bdrm. 1 ba
apt. in Si. Spacious 1,200 sq. ft.
w/AEK. Lots of shone *we
Overlooks Pool. Resort idrlo
living. Clubhouse w/many
facilities. Game room, Sauna,
jacurzi, handball crt. Also tennis
crts., basketbal cris,, Olympic
size heated pool, etc. All for $375.
Available 4/12/79. Cal Maurice,
244.5317, 010 p.m.
FEMALE roommate to share a
room at Valley West Apts. $105 a
month. Reliable person. Tennis
crts., pool. Call 2924771.
NEED 4th woman to share turn. 4
bdrm. Victorian 1.1/2 blocks
from campus. Quiet neigh
borhood. yard maintained,
laundry and parking facilities.
Prefer non-smoker. No pets.
$100/mo. plus utilities. 1$50 sec.
Mu/. 297.2894.

lost and found

Announcements
Automotive
Lim Sale

TYPING’ ’ACCURACY,
NEATNESS, and DEADLINES
Experienced
GUARANTEED
in Masters. Reports. Diner
tations Approved by Son Jose
State University Graduate
Department IBM Sol II South
San Jose/Blossom valley Area.
Janet, 227 9525.
Wedding
for
a
LOOKING
Photographers images by John
are expressions of love that are
scat, elegant and understood by
everyone, For the tinest wed
ding photography. call John at
769 7937
EXPERT TYPING. 20 years
experience. IBM Correcting
Selectee. Term papers, theses.
reports, manuscripts, etc (On
Graduate Typist LIS!) Blossom
Hill area. Call Kathie. 578 1716,
garnepm.
EXPERT typing and proofreading
Of term papers etc. Fast service.
$1/pg. Sheila. 2794129.
TYPO-GRAPHICS, INC.
Writing and editing resumes
medical/Legal typing and trans
Publications/Brochures
Term papers
10 percent discount to students
with student ID cards
For
appointment, call 297 9954
PROF. Exp. typist. Fast, accurate,
reasonable IBM Selectric II
252.8058
LEMKE’S Typing Service, Student
Rates 792 4720.
TYPING: Thesis, term papers, etc.
Experienced and last. Phone
26941674.
LICENSED CHILD CAREI Near
school, loving care, hot meals
and extras. Please call 292.5515.

LOST: Sliver bracelet with oval
Ivory stone. Approx. 3/2. Please
...sentimental. Path, 998-4490.

EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers etc. Fast service.
$1/pg. Sheila, 279.9129.

LOST: Tigereye ring in the women’s
bathroom in the Journalism
Buildling on 3/7/79. Great
sentimental value. Please call
Condy at 277-3171.

ARE you an "A" student? Speed
read, memorize, organize notes.
pass any exam. Everything a
student most know on top grade
cassette. $9.95. Hypnokinetics,
P.O. Box 3366, Walnut Creek, CA
94958.

personals

LOOKING for female to live wiM a
nice, handicapped man. He likes
music and writing. Lives near
campus. 298-2308.
PROF, Exp. Typist. Fast, accurate,
reasonable. IBM Selectee II,
252 8058
BIRTHDAY Nappies to KPAS from
your friendly R BR pal. Ar Ar
Art II
CAROL, did you forget? Jackson
Browne proofs. I’m at home
waiting. Julie, 29e4490,

TYPING: IBM Selectric. Eta, 267461113.
ELECTROLYSIS Clinic. Unwanted
hair removed forever. CON.
F IDENTIAL. 247-7486.
NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICES. Typing: $1/double
spaced page. $2/single spaced
page. Resumes: $2/page incl.
editing. Tapes: 010 per 60 mm.
trans. plus $l/dbl. space page.
Kitty CARTER, 2614525. All
work proofread. IBM Sel II

stereo

KIM: Birthday kIsseli to MY honey
buns "SMACK." Love, Mouser.

BUCKWHEAT, you can’t begin to
Imagine how much I care for
you. Love always. "PIGGO."

AUDIO ENTERPRISES is Your
consumer electronics buying
service for stereo components.
compacts, portables and ac
CeSSories ffor your car,horne,
stage or studio use. We also have
TVs, VTRs, videoscreens and
games. All at 5 to 10 percent
DISCOUNTS! Who else can
offer you: over 280 brands.
Virtually every model on the
market? Factory seated cartons
w/full warranty plus an optional
5 yr. warranty for parts AND
labor? All accessories AT cost
w/purchase of any system?
FREE advice, delivery, testing
and set up? Super low sale
prices ALL the time? $ free L’s
with each purchase? Complete
price quotes w/no extra charges
right over the phone? No hem
No IS, individualized one to one
service?
AUDIO
EN
TERPRISES has it all! The
Widest selection of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices. Call
255 5550 M thru F after 2 p.rn.,
any time weekends ASK for
KEN

ROSES are red, violets are blue, no
love’s as strong, as mine for
Poo. Always remember that,
Babe. Love Pieface.

travel

HE’S hit the big time II Have a
eeeee 2010 birthday Don. Your
young buddy, Nick(
BOBBY: So many times when the
city seems to be without a
friendly face
A lonely place..
It’s nice to know that you’ll be
there if I need you ... And you’ll
always smile .., it’s all war
thwhile. I’ll be there if you need
me. Adorable.
YOU ought to be in pictures, An
elegant color portrait by John,
for you or to give to someone
special Call John 2607937.
HAPPY Birthday Dear Alaba Love
Wale,
TRISH A.L. Happy 22nd Honee
Here’s to long talks, lots of love,
and the most Terrific person I
know. Love ROOTSY.

1(10, Happy Anniversary from the
Jarhead who loves you SMOKE
dor me?)
MAUREEN CLARKE] Nineteen on
St. Pars Day. Ha** B day.
0.0. Luv, Your big I
ATTENTION: Fr. Dan Deary DO
NOT FORGET! Dinner March
20,6 p.m. at Melinda’s or ELSE!
HEY MACKOI Keel, up the good
work! Your S.O. is alive and
watching, Chi’ os are the
craziest.

THE free way colfeenouse returns!
Come to 43$ S. 10th, Thurs nite,
March IS, 7301130 to enioy
fellowship, music, free coffee
and tee.
MICHELLE B, Happy 2 years.
Looking forward to many more.
Love the bear with white tennis
shms
HEMLOCK YOU may be a big greet.
frog but you’ll always be my
handsome prince Happy Bir
thday I love you. Mendolin

CHARTER FLIGHTS 197*... We
represent all charter operators:
LONDON (inciding Laker) ..
PARIS .. FRANKFURT ..
DUSSELDORF (Amsterdam’s
new gateway)
ZURICH ..
COPENHAGEN
GENEVA ..
SHANNON
BRUSSELS ..
MADRID
MILAN
.
YUGOSLAVIA .. LIMA. PERU
(SOUTH AMERICA)
COSTA
RICA .. JAMICA
RID
DeJANE IRO
HONG KONG .
TEL AVIV . MANILA ,TOKYO
.. AUSTRALIA
TAIPEI ..
SIGNAPORE . HONOLULU
NEW YORK CITY
Plus
student flights throughout Asia,
Africa and the middle East ..
International Student identity
Card issuance Eurail. Student
Reel and Britraii passes
Youth Hostel cards Overseas
job placement
U S A ,
CANADA and MEXICO
TRAVEL
Hard to find Travel
books
Maps
Luggage
backpacks and other travel aids
Trip and Travel Planning
Company
(charter Travel
Specialists) 444 E Wm Street
(blocks from Togo’s) San Jose,
CA 9S112 7121013 Mon Fri 10
Sat 10

services

Check a Classolocarron
WANTED TO BUY: Baseball cardS,
all years and types. 9909iany
Bowman, Goody, Post, Lea Top
Prices paid Call Peter Field.
679 Me

NEED a Female English Tutor for a
female student. Near Kimaden
and Emporium store Call 279
2014. ask for Abdul

TO Reggie Hudson, Me Don Juan of
SJSU. From Lory Lee Lapel.

SALE PRICES: "Sew up" tires and
Cinell clothing on sale through
Merch I. Other specials
Shimrs Lightweight Cycles, 131
E. William St. (near SJSU. 795
5024.
CARDS WANTED
Quick Cash. Dr. Lapin, Bus
Tower 763, or call 837 0191

Thursday, May 3 at 8 PM

SKIERS UNITE! Ski Park City, Alta
and snowbird over Easter
vacation
Five fantastic days
and nights. April 7 13 Only $110.
Includes
transportation,
lodging, lifts and parties Alta
and Snowbird included. Sign up
at table in Art Quad area and at
meeting on Thursday, March 1
in Engineering 132 at 7:30 p.m.
Ski Heavenly and Kirkwood
March 3 4100. 525/members and
1,32/non members. Discover the
Ski Club sit ski the best powder
anywhere. Joe Patterson, 268
2529,195 6705.

Help Wanted
lost and Found
Parsonals

MUSIC LIVE for your wedding.
Professional vocallst/gu Itarist
Free audition Skip Garcia 717
0410

VISIT EUROPE THIS SUMMER
AND EARN SJSU CREDIT
6/27
Italy Greece, Ger
many, France. England 277
2101 or 2103743.

l’age 12, March 15, 1979

Non-violent technique
asked to combat rape

Trip to Death Valley
offers ’good company’
and natural history
A good place to be and
good people to be with is
how Diane Conradson,
director of field studies,
describes the field trip to
Death Valley during spring
break.
Registration is today
on the second floor of
Journalism West in the
Education
Continuing
building from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
will
be on a
Acceptance
first -come, first -served
basis.
The trip, offered by
Field Studies in Natural
to
is open
History,
everyone and has been in
years.
existence for 40
One unit of upper
division natural science
credit can be earned on a
credit, no-credit basis.
"No grades, no papers,
said
exams,"
no
Conradson. "It’s also a
great way to develop
personal exchanges that
you don’t usually get in a
formal college situation."
Each day during the
trip participants go into the
desert with a different
instructor to cover a different aspect of natural
history, including zoology,
geology and ecology, according to Conradson.
"You learn a lot about
the desert," Conradson
said. The desert can be a
environment
hostile
sometimes. But, in spring,
it’s beautiful."
What most participants like about the
trip, Conradson said, is
being in a relatively
isolated non -urban environment, with great
people.
During their stay,
people live in a former
hotel in liyan, an old

mining town.
Car pools and cook
groups
( participants
prepare their own meals
will be arranged at an
organizational meeting
March 29.
A registration fee of $49
is required. An additional
$23 food fee is also required
for all participants and it is
suggested that each allow
about $30 for car pool expenses
and
other
miscellaneous
needs
during the week.
For more information,
call Kitty King at 277-3736.

stressed techniques of
prevention and avoidance
of rape situations.

By Bob Dawson
"If non-violence is
going to work, it’s got to
work in all parts of my
life," Susan Hester, of Non Violent Techniques Against
Rape, said Tuesday
evening in a discussion
sponsored by Catholic
Worker.

"Rapists find the
easiest target they can
get," she said. For that
reason, she explained,
women need to change
their habits.

"It’s every woman’s
right to avoid rape using
techniques
whatever
necessary," the Palo Alto
discussion leader conphoto by Shannon Leso
tinued. But, in sticking to
Susan Hester
her non-violent theme, she

Avoid going out late at
night, she said, and if you
must, don’t use the same
patterns of travel. Hester
said, as a member of a nonviolent community, she
had to learn to keep her
doors locked.

Car theft question still ’remains hazy’
(Continued from Page
Tisby still had the car
"on loan," as he understood Parker’s intention,when the Fox was
illegally parked on Oct. 13,
1978, in the SJSU campus
area.
The car was ticketed
and University Police ran a
routine computer check of
the registration.

On Nov. 7 Tisby
pleaded not guilty to grand
theft auto and possession of
stolen property.

"I’m not saying Dexter

After three months of
plea-bargaining, Tisby
pleaded no contest to a
misdemeanor charge of
unauthorized use of a
A limited number of
motor vehicle.
scholarships are now being
As Tisby’s counsel offered to students for the
33rd Annual Weekend
from the Public Defender’s Asilomar
Conference,
hosted by the World Affairs
Council.

is guilty or innocent only
he knows that," Tim
Hallahan said. "It was
wrong civilly, but not

criminally."
The incident has finally
been resolved to the court’s
satisfaction.

Asilomar scholarship offer

Daily nabs awards
The Spartan Daily
captured second place for
general excellence among
western college dailies
from the California InPress
tercollegiate
Association last weekend,
has
association
the
reported.
The Daily also took two
first place awards. Anne
Brennan won the editorial
column competition in the
mail-in division with a
comment on the changing
role of sports writers, and
Kevin Fagan received the
other for an on-the-spot
review of a campus
production.
"The Daily Emerald"

office put it, "The incident
definitely remains hazy.

from the University of
Oregon won first place for
general excellence in the
campus dailies competition. In all, 28 colleges
and universities competed
in various categories at the
association meeting in
Sacramento.
The Spartan Daily also
won a second place award
for photo essay, and third
place awards for cartooning, feature photo, onthe-spot photo competition.
Three photos were also
given honorable mention
recognition as was a story
for
insubmitted
terpretative and investigative reporting.

The scholarship covers
the costs of meals, lodging
and registration. Students
will be responsible for their
own transportation.
The council’s conference will be the weekend
of May 4-6, and attempt to
provide an environment for

assistant secretary of state
for East Asian and Pacific
Affairs, and former
managing editor of Foreign
Policy magazine; Joseph

Allen Whiting, professor of
political science and
associate at the center for
Chinese Studies at the
University of Michigan.

Kraft,
syndicated
for
the
columnist
Washington Post; Drew

For more information
about the conference and

Middleton,
military
correspondent for the New
York Times; Marshall

scholarship application
forms, contact the International Student Ad-

Schulman, special adviser
on Soviet Affairs to the
secretary of state, and

visers,
in
ministration
201.
room

Ili

"We have to be wary of
men. See them as brothers
on one hand but don’t trust
them on the other hand."
She did suggest a
number of ways to prevent
rape when the situation is
encoutered. "Most things
that work well work right
away," she said.
The best ways, from
her point of view, are
basically verbal. Coming
from a "place of strength"
a woman should try to
diffuse the situation.
For this purpose,
Hester said, assertiveness
training is very important.
"By forcing men to deal
with you as an equal you
take yourself out of the
position of being the lowly
woman."
She also encouraged
the use of freon horns,
available at sporting goods
stores, whistles, screaming
"Fire!" and perhaps spray
painting your attacker.
Hester said bizarre
behavior, such as acting
crazy, lying to your attacker, or perhaps saying
you have V.D. or are
pregnant, have been known
to deter an assault.
Hester also discussed
ttce possible use of physical
self defense. Aikido, for
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Also, Hester points ou
it’s influencing other arei
of commercialism, such i
advertising. "It adds
people saying ’that’s 0.
"If they showed rm
Hest
objectified,"
declared, "men would
outraged."

Students
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277-3201
Deadline March 15, 1171

6004.

on any item with

Hester said she
currently battling po
nography as a major i
fleunce in rape. "It real
plays into the fantasy !
women as objects."
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Social actions to rail
the consciousness of tt
community were al:
discussed. Some cities,
was brought out, mark Hi
spots where rapes occur
an effort to make peop
aware.

Instructionally Related
Activities
2 Student positions open

expo

Some of the speakers
and panelists invited to the
conference
include:
Richard Holbrooke, the

Many
other se
defense arts teach escal
tactics and releases ttui
while being non-violer
also allow a chance
escape.

IRA

the AdBuilding,

participation in understanding
world
relations which have an
important influence on U.S.
policy toward East Asia.

instance, is a martial a
that the non-violei
condonc
community
because it is a pure
defensive technique ar
because it teaches you tot
completely aware of yin
surroundings at all time
she said.

